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EVERY-OTHER-DAY

Three Dollars a Year.

Subscribe for the Home Town Paper Week, Nov. 7-12

TWO MINUTES PICKING WASHING UP,
ONE MINUTE AT PHONE,

WASHING DONE
Washday becomes just that simple for women who avail themselves
of the modern method we offer. We take the entire waahing and return

it to you either all finished or if you wish Rough Dry or Wet. We give

you service on all laundry work, but best of all right prices and good'

clean, sweet smelling white work.

You are the ones we are trying to

please. We know how.

PERRY’S STEAM LAUNDRY
Established 1914

578 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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Make your dollars earn their liv
ing. In your pocket they are idle.
In the bank every dollar does ten
dollars worth of work. Make your
dollars work for you.

Checking and Savings Accounts
Invited

1854

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

1921

FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET—ROCKLAND, MAINE
OPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS FROM 7 UNTIL 9

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

Whnvt could be more tempting than1
the rich savor of

THE DURANT

A GREAT CONVENTION

THREE TIMER A WEEK

Great Building Enterprise In
Boston To Be Undertaken
By Women.

American Legion Had Spec
tacular Features Galore At
Kansas City Gathering.

Served

piping hot? Tight sealed in the can when
every kernel -waa treaty end perfect.

BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLI8HINB 00.

Subscription 83.00 pot year payable la ad
vance; tingle copies three oenta.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
Communications upon topics of general inter
est are solicited.
Entered at tbe poetofflee In Xoeklnnd for cir
culation at second-class postal rales
Published every Tuesday, Thursday sad Batlrday morning, from 409 Main Street, Bockland, Malna

On Jan. 4, 1921, Massachusetts
granted a charter for “The Durant In
corporated." which in-so-far as is
known, is one of the largest and most
comprehensive enterprises ever planned
for women and girls.
NEWSPAPER H18TORY
This corporation was organized by
Tbs Rockland Gaietto was established In
1848. In 1874 the Courier was established, 108 women, who had for some 20 or
and consolldatsd with the Oaaette In 1882 more years been associated as a Bos
Tbs Eras Press was eetabllshad In 1855, and
tn 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. ton gymnasium club, their purpose
These papers consolidated March IT. 1897.
being to erect a building in which to
R.e..«..a>.e..a.*a..e.*e..«..e>.a..e..«..e..a-gt meet, endeavoring to create and foster
•••
Creditors have better memories than — self-reliance, co-operation, high ideals
and standards of conduct and efficien— debtors, and creditors are a superstl— tious sect, great observers or set days
cy and true womanhood, by maintain
— any times.—Franklin.
*•«
ing a sound mind in a sound body; to
••• •••
’• ••• •••
•••
••• e*. e<e
promote and further, mental, moral
and physical education, with especial
regard to the upbuilding of character
FIGHT IS NOT OVER
and the development of the spirit of
social service and Improvement; to
Heavily Financed Propaganda promote a greater love for the better
class of music, to encourage the
To Create Reaction Against strengthening
and brpadening of the
Prohibition, Dr. Morrow moral and intellectual life of its mem
bers, and serving all mankind, es
pecially to promote the welfare and
Told Rockland.
improvement of women, girls and chil
A man who can hold his audience dren, in which a spirit of friendship
while he makes an hour’s speech seem and friendliness towards all Bhall
dominate, that the service rendered
but a few minutes in length has gifts may be of the highest quality and most
of oratory more than ordinary and Dr. far reaching in Its results, all without
George W. Mortow did that Sunday distinction, religion or class.
Plans have already been drawn for
night at the “Law and Order” mass
a 12 story building conveniently lo
meeting in the First Baptist Church, cated near the Copley Square section,
held under the auspices of the Anti- to provide gymnastics, concerts, oraSaloon League of America.
orios, children's playhouse with edu
Dr. Morrow was po amateur at his cational motion pictures, all indoor
subject and his 22 years on the platform sports, including swimming pool of the
In every State of the Union gave him nost modern and sanitary type, classes
power to handle his subject without in dramatics, literature, languages,
apology. Dr. Morrow said that the domestic arts, commercial courses, and
men of this country had decided that ’n connection therewith attractive llvyou could not talk the liquor traffic .ng and dining rooms, rooms for tran
to death, and had got the law after it. sient guest members, and rooms for
He had just finished stumping Massa social purposes.
chusetts on the same platform with
To judge of the reception of this
William Jennings Bryan and after lis
neat project by women thus far, over
tening to that brilliant orator, Dr. Mor 1,000 members have been enrolled, and
row facetiously remarked that he had on Nov. 10, an intensive and extensive
concluded that if it were possible to membership campaign, will start, con
talk” the liquor traffic to death, Bry tinuing until Dec. 1, for the completion
an would have killed it long ago.
if their first quota of 20,000 thousand
“The fight is not over.” was the nembers. Attention is invited during
Speaker’s great point. "We closed up hat time to the Boston and New Eng
the front door and they sold it from land press, especially the Sunday Herthe side door; we closed the side door 'd of Nov. 7 for interesting informa
and they opened the back door; we tion issued through the Durant Pub
got the law to shut the back door and licity Bureau, conducted by Miss Olive
they opened the cellar door and now McGuire, chairman.
we have closed the cellar door they
In September, 1921, the Durant Inc.
are selling it under the sidewalk.” He issued a very attractive monthly bul
affirmed that the liquor interests are letin, '“The Durant Beacon," a copy of
carrying on a heavily financed propa which was received at The Courierganda to create a reaction in five years Gazette office, through the courtesy of
against prohibition.
Miss Fannie Harkness Fuller of Rock
There were rounds of applause when port and Boston, a Durant member. It
he told how Charles E. Hughes sent is very interesting to note from its
back a check for 7250,000 received from pages that this organization of women
the liquor interests saying in reply to has chosen its chartered name in
their offer: “I am not for sale on that honor of Mrs. Pauline A. Durant, who
proposition.”
with the aid and co-operation of . her
He told how the breweries are dump husband, Henry Fowle Durant, found
ing their filth on the helpless Chinese, ed Wellesley College in 1875, as a me
building two-milllon-dollar breweries morial to their son. From that time
in the heart of that country to undo Mrs. Durant became deeply interested
the work of the missionaries, and to in physical education for girls and
debauch that defenceless people. "Any women, and was in 1881 influential in
American citizen who moves his brew founding in Boston “The Durant Gym
ery to debauch a friendly nation and nasium.” The keynote of her life was
practices that nefarious traffic in a service for women, and that ideal is
foreign country ought thereby to for beinng followed out in this campaign,
feit his American citizenship." By the Everything for Every Woman.”
way his audience applauded they
It is hoped by the management that
agreed with him.
ill women and girls in the neighbor
Many men opposed to prohibition are ing State of Maine, as well as all of
now won over to the cause, he asserted. the New England group, will become
“The best citizens are to a man con interested and apply to the campaign
vinced of the benefit of prohibition.”
headquarters, 166 Devonshire street.
Lloyd George has warned Great Boston, for full information, and then
Britain that “A wet England cannot sign up as members of The Durant
compete with a dry America.” He de Inc.
clared that in spite of all that the
liquor Interests may do the signs are
hopeful that prohibition has come to
stay.
“America must lead the world in
this as in every other issue.” was his
statement. He appealed to the people
to back up their officials in the en
GUARANTEED
forcement of the law and to give hon
est officials their moral support.
Unquestionably Dr. Morrow is one
Mr CL4
of the ablest platform men who has
spoken in Rockland.
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Chowders, fritters,croquettes. Scalloped,corn

muffins, or just plain delicious stewed corn.

The Twitchell-Champlin Co.,
Boston

ALL THE HOME HEWS

COMFORT

HATCHET BRAND
SWEETCORN

and. Portland

TEACHER OF PIANO

way*
Alway.

Serve Hatohot Brand Coffee to your guaete

MRS. RUTH E. SANBORN
Pupil of Elizabeth S. Burger
Northwestern University
13 Myrtle Street
Tel. 582-M

WE TURN OUT DOORS

of various designs and finishes and
always have standard sizes in stock.
Special sizes we make quickly on
order. We also have on hand win
dow frames, sashes, moldings, rail
ings, posts and a host of other
articles UBed in building or improv
ing. If you expect to do either we
shall be glad to show you how our
mill work will help you to save
money and time.

W. H. GLOVER CO.
SS

FINANCIAL ADVICE
Stop and consider if a stock or

129-141

MARIANNE CROCKETT
Vocal Teacher
Studio—18 Maple Street, Rockland
Telephone 498-R.
129-tf

MISS MYRTLE BEAN
Teacher of Pianoforte
New England Conservatory Graduate
Teaching in Rockland on Tuesday of ev
ery week. Will take a limited number of
pupils. For information address Camden,
phono 225.
126-137

Orel E. Davies

bond is safe and sound before you
OPTOMETRIST

buy it.

JR

Consult us—we’ll gladly give you financial
BI

Oldest Graduate in

Rockland

advice.

108tf

The Rocki and National Bank
Rockland, Maine
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Whya“HomeTownPaperWeek?”
of small town and country life,
which are the very warp and
woof of the country newspaper.
Every home into which the
home paper goes thereby has a
greater interest in the com
munity; and community soli
darity is doing much to carry
us through the period of unrest
and discontent which is notice
able everywhere.

THURSDAY AND SATURDAY

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, November 8, 1921.

Single Copies Three Cents.

Subscribe for your home town
paper week, which has been set
for November 7-12, has not
been developed into a great na
tional campaign because the
“poor editor needs the money”
but because there was never
more need than there is today
of laying emphasis on the
homely, solid, substantial things

TUESDAY.

“Give Me a Chance

Thirty-two years old and the leader
of a million
fighting Americans.
That’s the record of Hanford MacNider, of Mason City, Iowa, the new
national commander of the American
Legion elected in Kansas City at the
All right.
Legion’s annual convention. Follow
ing his election he was carried to the
That chance will be during the week of No
platform by the Iowa delegation. He
vember 7th to 12th.
said:
"You know that the strength of the
During that week take a little time and go
Legion is in the men you represent in
over in your mind the many things your home
your Posts at home, not In the national
town paper has done—is doing—will continue
headquarters.
There is where the
to do—for your home town.
Legion is, and there is where We shall
try to reach. .We must build this
Think about it seriously.
legion of ours so big, so fine, so strong,
Think whether or not you have stood loyally
keep it so clean and straight and
American that when we ask for things
by at all times when the community’s champion
for the ex-service man, for the dis
has needed financial and moral support.
abled man and for those who are
Think whether or not you have always done
financially disabled, our communities
will say: ‘If the Legion is for it we
your duty by the town’s best friend.
are for it.’ For that service and with
Think how much better your home town
a pledge to you of every economy and
paper could do if each citizen were as loyal to
all measures possible for constructive
progress, I stand at your command.
it as it is to them.
New Orleans, La., was selected
Think ot some one far away who would en
as the next meeting. That city has
joy the weekly visit from the old home town
pledged 1100,000 for entertaining the
Legionnaires there during the 1922
paper, then hand in a subscription for that far
meeting next autumn.
away friend.
The presence of the distinguished
If you are not now a subscriber, be one.
military commanders—Foch, Jacques,
Diaz, Betty and Pershing—brought the
gaze of the world on the Legion's
great meeting. Their addresses in the
convention started the Legioqpaires
“ Subscribe for Your Home Town Paper Week,”
enthusiusm on a rapid ascent.
At the opening session the Legion
November 7-12
men honored their late commander,
Fred W. Galbraith, Jr., with a memu. ial
service. John G. Emery, the retiring
lommander, set off a roar of applause
when he declared that the people of
CAMDEN BOY SECOND the United States demanded an adjust
LIKED ROCKLAND
ment of the economic balance between
the man who went to war and the
Crack Degree Staff of Abou Hilliard Hart Made Fine Show man who did not.
ing In Harrier Race At The Legion’s growth financially and
Ben Adhem Lodge Comes
numerically was shown by the annual
report read to the convention by
Orono.
a-Visiting.
National Adjutant Belles. It was re
The degree staff of Abou Ben Ad
The cross country harriers of the ported that 1050 new posts had been
added during the year. Mr. Belles
hem Lodge, famed in the realms of four Maine Colleges held their annual
outlined the Legion’s campaign to as
Odd Fellowship, as one of the finest contest Friday at Orono, under condi sist unemployed ex-service men.
in the State, came to Rockland Satur tions which could scarcely have been
The reception for Foch when 25,000
day night, in response to a cordial less favorable. The five-mile course men in navy blue and olive drab, sil
invitation extended by Knox Lodge, was rough and muddy, with footing houetted by red fire, stood on the steps
of Kansas City’s new (2,500,000 war
Sept. 19, and at a special meeting con extremely uncertain. While Bowdoin memorial in Union Station plaza wav
had to be content with third place, her ing their arms, was a dazzling spec
ferred the first degree.
captain, ’'Bill" Hart of Camden was
The Lodge was opened in due form second across the finish line, and his tacle.
Another “high” of the three-day
by A. P. Blaisdell, noble grand, and time was only 22 seconds more than
the officers of Knox Lodge then va Buker of Bates, who ran the last mile gathering was tho annual Legion pa
cated their respective chairs in favor of the race with only one shoe on. rade with endless columns of marching
of the visiting degree staff, which in Bates led the field with a total of 35, men, Legionnaire cowboys from the
an impressive and highly creditable Maine was second with 41, Bowdoin West, Indian veterans in native cos
manner proceeded to confer the first was third with 56, while Colby brought tume and many attractive floats.
With their former high commanders
degree on Francis E. Havener.
up the rear with 93.
leading the parade, the Legionnaires
Brief remarks followed by members
Capt. Hart of Bowdoin took the lead
of the degree staff, and by visiting at the gun and held same until after marched with old-tome zip of A. E. F.
brothers of many lodges in this and the runners had crossed the river to days. Gov. Hyde of Missouri and a
other jurisdictions.
Orono, made the run to the standpipe dozen of governors of the Middle-West
A banquet, served in the dining and were on the homeward stretch on were In the reviewing box and Vice
room was patronized by about 200 of Standpipe Hill when the agile Buker President Coolidge, who as President
the local and visiting brothers. A wrested the lead which he held to the Harding’s representative had ad
delegation of fair Rebekahs rendered finish. Maine and Bates showed ap dressed the convention, was an honor
efficient service as waitresses.
parent strength all through the race guest.
“The convention has convinced me
The following lodges were represent and of the first twelve men most of the
ed at the meeting: Knox, Rockland; distance Bates showed four and Maine that the American Legion is an estab
Abou Ben Adhem, Auburn; Mount five practically the entire length of lished power in the United 8tates—a
Battle, Camden; Germania, Waldo the run. Bates ability to keep her power for truth and equality,” de
boro; Warren, Warren; St. George, runners near the front and the tough clared Marshal Foch before his de
Tenant’s Harbor; Beacon, Portland; ordeal which came to Maine's runner parture from Kansas City.
Manufacturers’ and Mechanics, Lewis Barnard lost the cause to Maine and
VICIOUS TIMES THESE
ton; Frontier, Woodland; Plymouth, gave Bates the honors.
Dexter; Eureka, Orrington; Hancock,
Former Rockland Pastor Discusses
Swan’s Island; Fort Knox, Bucksport;
Androscoggin,
Auburn;
Pemetic,
The Unruly Girl of Fourteen Years
CAMDEN
ROAD
AS
BAD
Southwest Harbor: Monami, Mechanic
Falls; Richmond, Richmond; NonanThe Auburn school board at Its
tum, Allston, Mass.; Columbian, Stone North Edgecomb Correspond Wednesday night meeting heard an In
ham, Mass.; Forrest, Hyde Park,
dictment made by Rev. Charles S.
ent Strikes Back At Critics. Cummings, a member of the board, in
Mass.; and Mount Pleasant, Dover, N.
H. St. George lodge was represented
discussing what should be done with
The worm will turn.
by 26 members.
an unruly girl of 14 years, who had
Everybody has been having a slam been dismissed from school because
The staff which conferred the degree
Saturday night comprised the follow at that atrocious piece of road in North the teacher, rather a frail woman,
ing members: N. G., C. E. Goodwin; Edgecomb, and every motorist who cannot handle the situation, while the
R. D. N. G„ F.. A.. Howe; L. S. N. G..
parents Insist that the girl shall have
Hiram Bailey; V. G., Charles Jones; travels over it has exhausted the her education.
R. S. V. G„ Forrest Russell; L. S. V. vocabulary of profanity. That piece
Said Mr. Cummings; "These are
G. , Harvey Norton; R. S. S., E. E. Hig of road numbers among its acquaint vicious times. We are raising a crowd
gins; L. S. S„ Raymond Adams; War., ances not so much aa one friend. of hoodlums and anarchists. Modern
H. L. Cole; Con., W. A. Sopher; P. G.,
parents do not try to exercise proper
Herbert Stephens; Chaplain, C. E. But—
control of their children.
Discipline
Up
rises
a
North
Edgecomb
corres

Rideout; Inside Guard, C. L. Libby;
hag disappeared from the American
pondent
who
tells
the
world
that
the
King, E. L. Packard; Jonathan, N. H.
homes. ”
Pike; David, C. E. Bartlett; Jesse, N. road is no worse than the piece in
Mr. Cummings is a former pastor of
Camden
—
and
that
the
State
Highway
L. Pratt; Herald, H. B. Adams; Go
the Rockland Methodist church.
Commission
Is
to
blame,
anyway.
liath, George A. Jones; Lad, Leon
Proctor; Trumpeter, Ralph King; Here is the letter, which was written
PARK THEATRE
Electrician, Abram Marsden; Degree to the Lincoln County News:
"I see one party criticized the poor
Master, E. L. Post; Assistant Degree
“One Wild Week," which is today's
Master, E. L. Packard; members of road at North Edgecomb in a Bath
orchestra, E. L .Marston, Harry Emery, paper. We all know it is poor, but if feature offering, is one of the most
Herman Phillips and C. E. Bartlett; the State roud commission had looked vivacious photoplays In which Bebe
Guards, C. L. Libby, Captain, O. Gard after It It would have been better. Daniels has ever appeared—and that's
ner Beals, Edgar Hudson, N. H. Quartz, But there is a piece of road at Camden going some. Miss Daniels plays the
George Meader, George Akers, D. 8. as bad, and a piece of State road, role of a girl who is unjustly arrested
Adams, F. B. Cole, N. E. Hawkins, J. about three miles this side of Thomas for another person’s crime, but dares
A. Wight, Robert Ford and F. A. Gor ton to ride over which, as one of the not give a candid account of herself
party expressed it, "is like riding over because she Is really on probation for
don.
Speeches made by the visiting breth a washboard." If the road commission a period of six months and will lose
ren indicated that quite a few had Js contemplating putting the State her Inheritance of half a million dol
not Journeyed east of the Kennebec road across the cove and shortening lars if she behaves badly, While the
before, but the sentiment seemed to by only about a mile at' a tremendous has not done anything wrong, she has
be quite unanimous that Rockland is a cost when they might have saved twice nevertheless got herself into a predic
fine place to come to. It is also ap the distance at half the cost, by elimi ament which at least looks wrong, and
parent that a lasting friendship has nating curves, In other places, it looks so she gives an assumed name and
been struck up between Knox und like a piece of short sightedness. For permits herself to be sentenced to a
six months In the year that part of the month at a girl’s reformatory.
Abou Ben Adhem Lodges.
road woujd be little used, but in the
Coming for Armistice Day, Mary
The A. T. Thurston Electrical Co. winter has to be kept open for a few Miles Mlnten in “Moonlight and
has the contract for furnishing the families, at a large expense to the Honeysuckles.”—adv.
electrical equipment for the banking town. There are quite a few other
quarters of the Waldo Trust Co. in remarks which might be made, but YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Belfast, which are about to be remod time and space won^t permit.
“Here for two years a stretch of
eled and enlarged. Mr. Thurston's
Whatever your occupation stay be aad howroad from Portland to Rockland has ever
crew begins work today.
crowded your hours with affairs, ds not
been a bug bear to motorists, in the fall to secure at ieaat a few minutes every day
spring, owing to two miles of poor for refreshment of your inner life, with a hit
—Chariot BUM Norton.
road which could have been built at a •f poetry.
small cost, and making three more
SENSIBILITY
months a year of enjoyable travel,
Sensibility, how charming,
All Popular Sheet
instead of a series of mires, during
Thou, my friend, canal truly tell:
But
distress, with horrors arming,
frost
or
mud
time.
A
road
is
only
as
Music 25c
Thou hast also known too well I
good as its worst place.”
Specials, 15c
Fairest flower, behold the illy

To Think!”

Blooming in the tunny ray:
Let the blast sweep o'er the valley.
Bee it prostrate on the clay I

STUDLEY’S
MUSIC DEPT.

Hear the woodlark charm
Telling o'er his little
Hapless bird) a prey the
To each pirate of the

T Headquarters for

No Health if Stomach Wrong.
Mi-O-Na makes your stomach feel
fine, stops belching, heart burn and al
discomfort in a few minutes. Guaran
teed by All Druggists.

Brunswick Phonographs
and Records
125-tf

the forest,
Joys;
surest
skies.

Bearly bought the hidden treasure.
\V..Ill...'l.

Finer feelings ran bestow:
Chords that vibrate sweetest pleasure.
Thrill tbe deepest notes of woe.
—Bober; Burns.
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sized. I do hereby furthermore reeom-l
mend that all public and church bells t
throughout the United States be
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
tolled at intervals between 11.45 o’clockJ
Rockland, Maine, Nov. 8, 1921.
a m. and i2 o’clock noon of the said
Personally appeared Prank S, Lyddie. who on day. and that from 12 o'clock noon to
bsih declares that he Is pressman in the offlre
,
nr the Rockland Ptiblishin* Co., and that of two
ton ^irne.
all devout and patriotic elt-i

VOTED

The Courier-Gazette

the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Not. 5.
1921, there was printed a total ot 6.000 coplae
Before me.

PRANK R MILLRR,

Notary Public.
armistice day

Next Friday will become a memornhle day in the history of the AmeriJcan Nation, marking as it does the
inauguration of a legal holiday, the
Impressive burial services of the un
known soldier and the gathering in
JWashington of the world's statesmen
in a conference that it is hoped will
point the way to universal peace. The
TTesident's proclamation in this con
nection becomes a document of high
Ilistorical interest:
By the President of the United
States of America. A Proclamation:
Whereas, a joint resolution of Con
gress, approved Nov. 4. 1921, *'to de
clare Nov. 11. 1921, a legal public liolijflay.” provides as follows:
•‘Whereas, armistice day, Nov. 11.
1>21, has been designated as the ap
propriate time for the ceremonies in
cident to the burial of the unknown
nnd unindehtified American soldier in
tlie Arlington Cemetery, and.
’Whereas, this unknown soldier rep
resents the manhood of America who
ftave their lives to defend its integrity,
honor and tranquility against any
gnemy; and
"Whereas, the nations of the earth
fere on that date Joining with the
"United States in paying respect and
Immage to this unknown soldier
(therefore, he it
"Resolved, by the Senate and the
(H ouse of Representatives of the United
h-tates of America in Congress as
sembled, that the President is hereby
Snthorized to issue a proclamation de
flaring Nov. 11, 1921, a holiday, as a
tnark of respect to the memory of those
■Who gave their lives in the late world
Avar, as typified by the unknown and
wnindentified American soldier who is
to be buried in Arlington National
Cemetery on that day; and the Presi
dent is respectfully requested to rec
ommend to the Governors of the vari
©us states that proclamations be issued
Joy them calling upon the people to
putts* in their pursuits as a mark of
fespect on this solemn occasion."
Now therefore, I, Warren G. Hard
ing, President of the United States
Of America, in pursuance of the said
Joint resolution of Congress, do hereby
declare Nov. 11. 1921, a holiday, as a
nark of respect to the memory of
those who gave their lives in the late
v orld war, as typified by the unknown
mid unidentified American soldier
who is to be buried in Arlington
National Cemetery on that day; and
do hereby recommend to the gov
ernors of the several states that
proclamations be issued by them
calling upon the people of their re
spective states to pause in their us
ual pursuits as a mark of respect on
this solemn occasion.
And, in order that the solemnity of
|!:e occasion may be further empha-

FOR

NEW

1921

Every-Other-D^J

LIGHTS

City Government Takes Advantage of Favorable Oppor.
_ ,
,
tunity—Other Matters Last Night

izens of the United States indulge in a
period of silent thanks to God for thfse
valuable valorous lives and of suppli
cation for his divine mercy and for hisj
blessings upon our beloved country.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto
set my hand and caused the seal of
the United States to be affixed. Done
at the city of Washington this fourth
day of November in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
twenty-one. and of the independence
of the United States of America the
one hundred and forty-sixth.
Warren G. Harding.
By the President,
Charles E. Hughes. See'y of State.
Throughout Knox county there will
be a general response to this call up
on the spirit of sentiment and patriot
ism that distinguishes the American
people. Nothing could more deeply
appeal to that spirit than this op
portunity to do homage to the unknown
soldier, in whom lies typified the de
votion and unselfish sacrifice of the
heroic young men who in a moment
of great peril saved this nation and
the world from unspeakable disaster.

The November meeting of the City | present lights eliminated. The five
Government made history last night «>’cs removed from Main street will he
,
Initialled in new location* throughout
when it voted ro replace the archaic
c,ty aR M„.watt ineandescent
street lighting system with one which units, or if we so elect. 15 1A0is abreast of the times. The offer I candlepower Incandescent* may be
made by the Central Maine Power Co. substituted. At the present time
there are a number of orders and
was too favorable to be ignored, and petitions in the hands of the lighting
there was not a dissenting voite when rommiuee which can he easily taken
the order was presented for making a care of from this surplus of units to
10-vear contract.
Evert section of
removed from Main street.
,
,
.
, . .. .
"Ail GO candlepower ineandeaeent
Rockland is to benefit, and Incidentally
now
wi„ be chiln5ed
the Power Company will put into on  to lights of lOO-eandlepower. an in
dilation a large sum of money through crease of over 60 per cent, at no ad
the construction work.
ditional expense to the city. This in
Hand in hand with this order came creased candlepower of the small
Alderman Ersktne's for a combination
__
.
, .
,
,
. ...............
motor
driven
hook
and, .ladder
truck.;t lights will greatly• improve conditions
.
.
.
,
, | J-.y numerous localities where the
costing not lit excess ot $10,000. Ihe’
, ,
,
.
...
,, present lights are far too small
report of the purchasing committee, to [ . .
____ ___
"It Is'the intention of the Power
which the matter had originally been
,
,
,,
. ..
__ ■ Company under this arrangement to
referred said that there is no question!
' •
n„i„i„.,
as to the desirability of such apparn’he services o, a street Hg uing
tits, but that it seemed injudicious at
rearranging the light.
this time to make an expenditure of throughout the city, to procure better
$10,000 for apparatus which means a results than under the present arfixed charge of $5,000 yearly for main ringements.
The proposition as submitted hy the
tenance. The report was accepted to
the exclusion of the order, which led Central Maine power Co. is an ex
Alderman Erskine to remark that a ceedingly liberal one. All construction
l»air of lame horses would have to keep tests, totaling from $10,000 to $15,000.
Whatever sets Rockland ahead a on chasing the chemical, lie had pre- fAvill he borne by them. Ordinarily the
city must pay this construction cost.
step on the road of progress is apt to viously stated that the horses now- The only extra expense incurred by
drawing the hook and ladder truck art
delight the great majority of citizens,
"all in" and that it is a question of' the city would be an addition of
therefore we expect to hear much ap spending $800 or $1,000 for a new pair. JJ2.7OO per year, an increase of ap
Postmaster Donahue, as chairman of proximately one-third in the cost of
proval of last night’s action by the
our street lightiug. The amount of
City Government in voting to install a a citizens’ committee which is demand light actually received under the new
ing better train service, told the City
modern system of street lighting. In Govertimetit in graphic style about the schedule would he considerably more
particular are the business men likely handicaps under which the city and than double that received under the
to be gratified at seeing their im vicinity are now laboring, nnd a reso present plan.
"In view of the considerable ex
lution asking for improved conditions
portant section made beautiful.
pense to it the Central Maine Power
was promptly passed.
Co. desires a 10-year contract on this
••«•
basis, and with this in view we beg
Alderman
Harold
A.
Robbins,
as
THE HOME TOWN PAPER
to introduce the accompanying order."
chairman of the Street Lighting Com
|Por Tlie Coitrier-Gazettel
mittee. piesettted the following report,
Magazines, lwoklets. papers galore.
in regard to the prospective system:
The order accompanying the report.
Weeklies .ind dailies, and then some more.
"The standing committee on light Which authorizes the negotiation of a
All kinds and colors, "jellon " and "red."
Partisan, free-lance—wiili all «< are led
ing lias very thoroughly investigated 10-year contract for the new lighting
Thev all bare tlieir uses—an hour to beguile.
the proposition submitted by the system, was passed.
Bin the Home Town Paper lias 'em ail skim
Central Maine Power Co. and finds
"If you are going to play economy
a mile
that the changes and additions rec why don’t you follow your hand?"
•lust take one up: peruse ii through—
ommended
by
the
Power
Company
are
Don’t lake uiv word tor'l. 1 leave it to you:
asked Alderman Erskine.
Births. Deaths aud Marriages;" "Cards of very much needed. •Our Main street
"You should remember,” replied
Thanks
is
undoubtedly
the
poorest
lighted
of
Mayor Thorndike, "that while there
"News of ihe Granges:” village pranks:
any
city
of
equal
size
in
Maine.
The
lias been very little increase in the ex
"In Social Circles;" "Talk of the Town:'
Neighborhood bents; "Lost and Found;"
present arc lights are very inade penditure for eleett ie lights in the past
Notices: poems; yarns witbotu eud;
quate, lighting only the local section 10 years, that the expenses of the fire
"W'anted;...... For Sale:" "Money to Lend;’’
where lamp is installed, and leaving department have increased more than
A story, perhaps; the editor's views :
Numberless ads. and letters and news.
sections between in total darkness,
300 per cent."
"With the proposed plan there would
A Nnrthend contingent was present
Read it; digest It; consider a while—
Has the Home Town Paper got 'em skttn a be 31 ornamental poles like the one in the interest <Nf another determined
mile ':
installed at the corner of Main and effort to have a sewer built on Chest
It surely has the whole darn tribe.
School streets. These lights would' nut street, between Broadway and
So dig out tlie price, remit subscribe.
"Carl.”
be distributed on both sides of North Main street.
The petition,
Matinicus. Nov.
Main street so as to evenly light tho signed by about 75 persons, was re
streets, sidewalks and building fronts ferred to the committee on sewers.
City Solicitor Tirrell reported in re
If you are interested in astronomy, within these limits. The distribution,
and early rising, you will be reward would be scientifically laid out by the gard to the Shaw avenue sewer, built
by the abuttors. with the understand
ed by seeing in the heavens these Power Company's engineer.
"All arc lamps now installed would ing that the city should pay when four
mornings four of the large planets—
Venus, Jupiter. Mars und Saturn. They he supplemented by 60# candle- houses hive entered it. that there is no
are fairly close together in the sky, and power incandescent units. In addition question as to ftte city's liability. The
form a brilliant spectacle. Mercury to increasing the volume they will be' report was accepted.
Tlie bequest of the late Sarah M.
will also be a morning star this month, much better, heing uniform at all times
with the flicker and noise of the Black in the sum of $200 for the rare
observable on and around the 16th.

We wish to announce that our four days Thanksgiving Sale

will be held
r•

’

» ’J’

•

*

,-w

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12
And continue until WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

Don’t forget "SPRINGTIME" will be here Nov. 9 and 10

of her lot in Sea View cemetery, was
Accepted.
In accordance with the Street Light
ing Committee's favorable report or
ders were passed for three additional
dectrlc lights: corner of Holmes and
Prospect streets; On South street,
near
Joseph _ Clark
residence;
and on Marine street. The petition of
Yard 6 residents for an electric light
at the corner of South and Suffolk
streets was referred to the committee.
At the September meeting a commu
nication was received from Sheriff
Raymond E. Thurston, asking reim
bursement in the sum of $60 for in
juries received hy him July Fourth,
when he was struck by a skyrocket
fired by some unknown person at the
■orner of Main and Park street. The
matter was referred to City Solicitor
Tirrell, who at last night's meeting
rendered his official opinion that the
claim cannot be legally paid by the
city.

The political atmosphere Is full of
rumors as to the Democratic sheriff
nomination. Austin M. Titus of Union
entered the field some weeks ago., and
is said to be picking up considerable
support for the primary contest, but
there are evidences that the genial
masthoop maker will have company
when he romps down the field toward
the goal line. The key to the ^Ituatioin is believed to he held hy ex-Sher
iff J. Crosby llobbs, of Camden, who
is now giving a correct imitation of
the Sphinx. There Is an Interesting
rumor to the effect that Tyler it.
Coombs, ex-clerk of courts, may cast
his 7$j hat into tlie ring. Since he
left the county building Mr. Coombs
has devoted most of his time to fishing
—and not fishing for political offices,
either. In fact he is quoted as soying
that "the Democrats must have a new
deal all around." This doesn't sound
much as if he intended to run fot-

sheriff, although it is no secret that
he has been volunteered strong sup
port. Rockland is likely to present a
Democratic candidate, hut If there Is
one in the field he is somehow out of
sight, ehing fitted to a trustworthy
pair of shin-guards.
Sept. 1st, the committee of awards,
appointed
the American Institute of
Graphic Arts, met in the New York
Printing Crafts building and viewed
the display of catalog cover designs
submitted on Sunburst Cover Paper.
After careful deliberation they awarded
first prize of $1900 tn Maurice Day of
Damariscotta, whose portrait appears
In the current issue of Printers' Ink.

Th# Rockland motor p;Aty which
stopped tn a shelterd spot at Frankfort
and prepared a beefsteak and onion fry
had one of the pleasantest experiences
of anybody who made the BowdolnMaine trip.

We are ready to supply Markets and Fish
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Peddlers with all our Products
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LUNCHEON HADDIES

Quality

Brand ”

Finnan

SERVICE DAY AND NIGHT
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Deep Sea Fisheries, Inc,
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Four days of bargain giving
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Every-Other-Day
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talk of tb« town

Fuller - Co bb-Davi s

••■me neighborhood everts
Sot. 3-10—The Cliaplu Class of the Uul- .
verbalist church will present "Springtime"
'Xor. 7-12— Home Town Paper Week—sub
scribe for The Courier-Gazette.
Nov. Jt Miriam llebekah Lodge visits Good'
Luck Lodge In Waldoboro.
Sot. 11—Armistice aud Disarmament Day in
Malub.
SLt. 11- (Football) Kocklaud High vs. Cam
den High, Broadv.ay ground
Sov. 12 Llmerock Valley I’omoua Grange
meets with Wessaweskeag Grange. South Thom
aston.
Nov 14 (1.30 ji. m.)—Annual meeting of
Knox District, N. E. M. J’. A., ,Glover hall,
Warreii.
Nov. 10—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Sov. IK—Mcthebesec Club meets with Mrs
Hester Chase.
Sov. 1G—Thomaston., Super Keith Vaudeville
entcrtalumeiit for benetlt of School Building
Fluid.
S'ov. 21- Annual ball of Rockland Veteran
Firemen’s Association iu Havener bull
Nov. 14—Shakespeare Society meets with
Mrs. A. S. Littlefield.
Nov. 15- -(.rood cneer Sewing Clrcio rum
mage sale in Temple Hall
Sov. IK—Meeting of Gen. Knox Chapter of
Ruso Croix.
Nov. 24 Thanksgiving Day
Nov. 30—Universal 1st fair
•
Dec. 7-8—-Methodist Fair.

■J

are offering

11-4

BLANKETS
40% Wool
-at.(

Allas Shelby Freethy is employed at j
the Burpee Furniture store.

Tim regular meeting of the Woman's
Auxiliary to Winslow-Holbrook Post
will be lield Weduesday evening.
The Simeon L. Bubier house at the
corner of Broadway and Holmes street
has been sold by Annie F. Hahn to
George A. Judkins, who w ill occupy it.

*

The most stupendous war in history
came to an end with the SIGNING
OT AN ARMISTICE on Novem
ber nth, 1918.
We are featuring a special
Overcoat at $39.50.
We call it the ARMISTICE
OVERCOAT because it calls
an armistice on high prices.
,t
brings peace- to
the
pocket.
>
You've not seen your money
accomplish such satisfactory
results for seven years.
A few more footballs will be
given away this week with
Boys' Suits. Two pant suits
at $9.95, $14.50, $16.50.
$18.00, $20.00.
'

$4.95
,

»•

a pair

While they last will deliver
by parcel post, prepaid to out of
town customers.

«•

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

*

ARMISTICE DAY
___
11:45 to 12—Tolling of balls.
12 M.—Short Union Memorial
Service in the Methodist
*
&
church.
i
♦- 2:3d— Football: Rockland High
School vs. Camden High
School. Broadway ground
* 8:30—Armistice Ball in Temple
*
*
Hall.

e
*
*
*

Our name is on the door in gold letters

The Wight Company
THE HOME OF CLAREMONT COFFEE

VENISON
OYSTERS, 55<

A RUSH FOR SEATS

t

—

Very Evident That "Spring
time” Is In For Two Big
Nights.
Tlie stage is all set, to use a street
phrase, for tlie presentation of the!

musical comedy “Springtime," which
will be given by local talent in Park!
Theatre, Wednesday and Thursday
evenings, under the auspices of the
Chapin Class of tlie Universalist
church. Tlie large east is rehearsing
under instructions ftoni Miss Mabel K.
White, a charming young lady who rep
resents the John B. Rogers Producing
Co., and who is well pleased at tlie re
sponse which lias rewarded her efforts.
The principals are:
Priscilla.
Florence Merritt Lamb
Elvira.
Dorothy Rawson Blethen
Primrose.
Shirley (Hidden
Zetiobia,
Polly Crockett
Abigail.
Florence White Thurston
Mrs. Elkins
Gladys St Clair Joints
Thankful Standish Charlotte G. Cross
Desiree,
Margaret Ahearn
Joyce,
Frances Flanagan I
lie,
Esther Stevenson
•lack Wainwright
Theodore Perry
Bobby Brewster.
Arthur Smith
,1atries Brewster.
Lloyd Daniels
Tom Higgins,
Elmer Joyce
Parsons,
Donald Leach
Minister.
E. IL Veazie
George,
Edward Meservey
Phil,
Frederick Hull
Master Juck Wainwright,
Wendell Thornton
Priscilla Higgins. Frances McDougall
Vera Riggs.
Nathalie Robbins
Daisy,
Katherine Veazie
There will be rehearsals at the the
atre from 4 to 6.45 p. in. and at the
church at 7.30 this evening. It
will be necessary for everybody in tlie
cast to be present.

ORDER

YOUR^r

ENGRAVED
PERSONAL
GREETING CARDS
For Christmas
NOW

Carver’s Book Store
304 Main Street, ROCKLAND

WOMEN’S
and
GROWING GIRLS’
BROWN HIGH CUT
BOOTS

$2.98
This is a special lot just received
and looks like an extra good
trade.

Youth’ Leather Top Rubbers

$1.75
Boys' Leather Top Rubbers

$1.98
Men's Leather Top Rubbers

$1.98, $2.50, $2.98
MEN’S SOLID LEATHER
WORK SHOES and SCOUT
SHOES

$1.98

CARD or THANKh
h . a ito extend our
i 1
bors and friends who helpod us iu our bereave- |
ment.
Mr and Mrs Eugene Harrington, Mr and I
Mrs Chester Harrington. >lr. and Mrs Chester
KaukllfT.
South Thomaston, Nov. 5.
*

OUR SCHOOL SHOES are
priced very low and we warrant
them to give Good Service.

CARO OF THANKS
Wc wish lo extend our heartfelt thanks to
our lritaids and neighbors win. were so kind
and considerate to us in our late bereave
ment; also for the beautiful floral offerings for
our dear mother and sister, Mrs. George Dem-

Boston Shoe Store

At'MTi

William. Horace and Ernest Dcnimons, Mr>.
< Imster Grant, Ml* ILiiph Bern. Mrs Chas
Lane. .Mr- Buruslde Richards, Mrs Mauiard
I’orter and Mr .Albert Grant
♦

$1.75, $2, $2.50, $3

237 Main StM Rockland, Main*
EVERYTHING IN FOOTWEAR
AND NEVER UNDERSOLD

1000 Rubs
That We’ll Be Glad to Take

Champney’s Sudio

MASKED BALL

COBB’S

New Leghorn Citron
New Muir Evaporated Peaches, New Royal Apricots
New California Large Prunes
New Candied Orange and Lemon Peel
New Seedless Raisins. New Malaga Cluster Raisins
New Tarragona Almonds
New Naples Walnuts, New Imperial Pecans
New Washed Brazil Nuts. New 1 ,ong Filberts
New Special Mixed Nuts, made by us from the above—
no last year's Nuts, all 1921 picking.
7 lbs. Sweet Potatoes for a quarter.
4 lbs. Bulldog Onions for a-quarter.
California Fancy Oranges, 50c, 65c and 90 cents dozen.
New Large Fancy Grape Fruit, two for 25 cents.
They are all the best, look at them.
Fresh Salted Pecans. Peanuts, Mixed Nuts and Walnuts.
Large Jumbo Salted Peanuts......................... 25c a pound
Walnut Meats..................................................... 96c a pound
New Olives, tyid all the New Jellies for Thanksgiving

Isadora Gordon has sold iiis candy
factory on Tillson avenue to T. R.
SHAKE HANDS WITH POSTMASTER BLETHEN
George
AV.
Burkett,
a
former
Belfast
The roller skating schedule for this
Sweet land.
merchant,
who
had
many
friends
in
week hus been changed so as to in
George Herbert Blethen. under commission signed by President Harding,
clude Friday afternoon and evening Rockland and vicinity, died last week
Lieut. and Mrs. Robert Bartholomew< Armistice Day) instead of Thursday In Somerville. Mass., where he had if Glen Ridge, N. J., are guests of J. this morning entered upon his duties as Postmaster of Rockland, succeeding
evening. The cold weather is bringing made his home for some years. His
Perry, Nortli Main street.
to John L. Donohue, whose commission expired a year ago, but who has re
new recruits at each session, and all late wife was formerly Hattie A.
mained in office pending the appointment of a successor. Mr. Blethen’s quali
Simonton
of
Camden.
One
of
the
sur

are enthusiastic over the splendid floor
At the Littlefield Memorial church
viving children is Airs. Thomas E. Sunday evening 11 candidates were fications for the position are generally conceded and under iiis administration
and popular music.
.Shea, wife of tho well known actor received into the fellowship of the the affairs of the Rockland postotliee should prosper. Doubtless he will be
Tills section of the country is going Funeral services were held in Belfast church.
gratified to meet any pntnms of tlie office who may find opportunity Io drop
,
to be used rather shabbily iu the way Sunday.
iu and congratulate him (as The Courier-Gazette hereby does) upon attaining
of eclipses next year, according to the
Tlie herd of Jersey cattle owned by
Maine Farmers' Almanac, which says
Ralph Keyes,who lias been witli the J. W. Anderson at The Meadows was to this exceedingly agreeable and lucrative government position.
that there will be none of the moon, Walkover Shoe Shop in Portland, and tested last week and pronounced o. k.
mid that the two eclipses of the sun, who prior to that was clerk in local by the State inspectors.
The Veteran Firemens' Association
March 28 and Sept. 20. will both be shoe stores, has returned to Rockland
SOUTH UNION
invisible htrt^ .No use to kick, even and entered the employ of L. E.
These men have been drawn to serve hopes all the memliefg.will turn out to
tlie Public. Utilities, •Comission hasn’t Blacklngton.
as trav'erse jurors at the January term next Friday evuujntjJjp meeting, when
Mr and Mrs. J. D. Thurston returned
influence enough to get the service
of Supreme Court: James A. Curtis. tho annual election of officers takes from Buffalo, N. Y., Tuesday.
bettered.
place.
*
Bari C., 7-year-old son of Airs. Etta Henry A. Howard, Forrest L. Fernald,
.1. Clarence Moody’s wireless is work
Joiyeq, was knocked doyvji by au auto-, Arthur J. .Titus, David D. WardyyeU.
Ardrcy—Orff. Harfy 4‘iiy’Suin Wfllhini ing tTin
_ .The., picture^-- “Wiiy-wGirl^; Leave mobile in front of (Jmgory Wofk at \\ .-A. Duvfs and Abram W. Wye.'
Mis. Abbby Davis and Mrs. Harriet
Houle,” which if being sIhjwh at th,- I lie Northern! Sunday nfternoon. At
Payson, Alfred Gherman of Camden. IFoyet attended a birthday party at
Empire Theatre tlie first four days of Knox Hospital At was found that the
Harold
Marshall
of
Camden
and
Irving
Jonathan Gardner and family have
Mrs. Bertha Simmons’' Thursday aftthis week, has drawn , big crowds
child's right scapula was fractured, returned from Boutlibay Harbor, where Hills of Camden have-returned from a t rnooti.
everywhere, and evoked none but tlie and there were several bruises and Mr. Gardner during the summer had wo weeks’ hunting trip at West
.Mrs .Nellie Morton called on friends
most favorable comment. The perform
cuts around the head and face. The charge of the construction of three Branch with what the guides called here last weekances begin at 2 and 7.30 p. tn. each
'the
finest
string
of
deer
that
lias
been
driver of the automobile lent all pos miles of gravel road. The town au
Mrs Ra.lph Wallace and little son
day, the feature picture having but sible assistance. The child is believed thorities and State Highway Commis brought from that section this season. have returned home from Harry Gor
onu showing.
In
the
lot
were
seven
fine
bucks
and
a
sion have given Mr. Gardner credit
don’s, where they spent last week.
out of danger.
for another exceptionally fine piece of dot, one of the bucks wejghing 1S1
Miss Florence Thurston is home aftTlie game which was to have been
pounds. Four or five inches of snow- ♦ r spneding a month with friends in
road.
Miriam
Sewing
Circle
holds
a
cooked
played next Saturday by Camden High
fell before the Knox county hunters Massachusetts.
and Roefilaiid High, will take place food sale in Odd Fellow-s hall next
Woodbury L. Richards hands us a ame out of the woods, and on that
The Aid society met with Miss CtSaturday
afternoon.
Members
are
re

l’riduy instead. As Friday is a legal
time-worn and partially destroyed copy last day three of the bucks were shot. ■ Hilda Sleeper Friday afternoon.
quested
to
furnish.
holiday I Armistice Day) the arrange
if Sheet Anchor, a newspaper devoted
Basil Mills, 13, and Alvin D. Walter.
ment is an extremely satisfactory on<^
to maritime matters, and publlBheT'lti
BORN
to everybody conecrnetT, as many can
A haudfuf of old coins is laid on the Boston. Aug. 15, 1846. It was un 15, were arraigned before Judge Miller
Weed Knox Hospital, llockland. Nov. •». io
now witness the contest who would be desk of tlie numismatic editor by Airs. earthed while workmen were remodell yesterday on the charge of having
.ind Mrs. William Hamilton Weed (Fratideprived of that privilege on a Satur Annie Hall, some of them curious and ing the residence of Mrs. Ira W. stolen some bedding, provisions and Mr. Knowlton),
n son—Willi.mi Hamilton, Jun
day. Rockland won tlie game in Cam interesting. Among the number is a Feeney-, corner of Union and Elm a suit ease from the home of the ior.
Bray
Owl
’
s
Head,
Nov. 3, to Mr, and Mrs
den 21 to 20, by a iluke, some of the "one penny token,” of the size of the streets. It is quite a curiosity.
Walter boy’s father last ThursdayBray, a son—Harold Joseph
Camden supporters say, and tlie M. - old-fashioned eoppi r cent, bearing on
night. Tlie boys were traced to South .lames
Bickford—Carmel, Me., Oct. 30, to Mr aud
guntteook delegation will he here witli tlie obverse the words "Trade and
Albert W. Day lias been appointed Waldoboro. where tiny were finally Mrs. Moody Bickford, a son Weight 10 pounds.
Smalley—Tenant’s Harbor, N(»\. —, to Mr aud
supreme confidence that its team will Navigation." with the date 1811. and carrier on the Rockland R. F. D., vice taken in custody by VtJiuty Sheriffs
Bernard Smalley, a daughter—Carmine
redeem that defeat by a wide margin. oil tlie reverse “Pure copper preferable F. L. S. Morse resigned. Mr. Day is Heckbert and Orbeton. It is said that Mrs.
Elaine—weight 10’X. pounds
Rockland has defeated Thomaston to paper." These “tokens" appear to an ex-service man, and has lately been the boys had been reading dime novels,
much worse than Camden did. but on have been plentifully issued by various employed on the Limerock Railroad. but they were hardfy likely to pull any
MARRIED
Hie other hand Bockland barely nosed interests during the country’s earlier Patrons of the route will find him al Jesse James stunts with tlie old fash
Chase-Leach—Bangor, Nov 5. by Rev. Ash
out Lincoln Academy, the team which days, a form of “propaganda" inci ways "Reddy.”
ioned powder aud cap pistol which one Icy A Smith, Rudolph I Chase of Baygor and
•Camden defeated 26 to 0. We just guess dental to those times, the significance
of the boys had in h)s possession. The ^Irs. Sadk E. Leach of Bock bud.
that it will be a whale of a game Fri of which is today utterly unknown,
Pierre L. Havener has taken pos officers held a flisii qyament confer
day, and that both-teams will know just as the propaganda with which the session of Havener hall, which bids ence, however, and voted to confiscate
they huyo been in it.
present times are thick will be un fair to be much in demand for dancing the weapon. Mills, in spite of his ex
known to the generations of a century purposes.
treme youth, is a sophomore in High
Miriam Sewing Circle will have a later. The collection also has some
School—smart enough to know better.
cooked ^ood sa|e in Odd Fellows hall of the three-cent silver coins that old
A committee which will represent all Judge Miller sentenced both to reform
Saturday* Noyj. 12, at 2 p. in. Mem pgople ot today recall as circulating churches and charitable societies in the school, but there is no. vacancy jn that
bers will please furnish for the sale, niort»than half a century ago.—"fish city, will meet at the City Building, institution at present, and they are
scales" they were called.
—adv.
132-133
on parole.
Wednesday at 4 p. in., to consider meantime
Y•
■ •> •'
Thanksgiving relief.
Passengers who have engaged pass
A battalion of Knox county football age on the “Steamship Athletic" will
tans—or enough to constitute a bat go aboard at "Pier 12," Llmerock
talion—motored up tho Penobscot Val street, Thursday afternoon at 4 o’clock.
Order Now for
ley Saturday and jollied 4606 other fans Ship W ill be open for.-inspection tin
Next Saturday and Sunday
who were sitting on wet b’eachers in balance of the week, anil wifi sail Timsa howling blizzard, making a very da; night of next week. Tlie ship’s
Just In
clever pretence of enjoying themselves. officers are: Captain. Roy !.. Knov IUnder normal conditions these people ton: 1st officer. E. D. Spear; 2d officer.
New Goods
are perfectly- safe and sane, but there Ensign Otis; 3d officer, I»r. William
were spells Saturday when those who EllingwoOd; 4tti officer, Adricl U. Bird,
fought their way over the indescrib pilots. George C. Large and H. 11.
NEW CALIFORNIA ORANGES, 29c dozen
able roads between Belfast and Orono Stover: quartermaster!. Victor P. Hall,
did not feel either safe or sane. Tht W. J. Sullivan. John W. Thomas and
ELEGANT GRAPES, 2 pounds 35c
motorists’ troubles began the moment Robert Creighton: boatswain. Mont
they had crossed Belfast’s new me Trainer: instructor, Sergt. George J.
morial
bridge, for once the cars had Vood. U. S. A.; purser, J. O. SteVens;
‘ ALL MEATS ARE LOWER—SEE OURS
left that splendid structure they found stewards, B. W. Ricliarda and "Jake”
PHOTOGRAPHS
themselves engulfed in a treacherous Philbrook: chief engineer. F. A. Thorn
dike;
assistants,
S.
A.
Burpee
and
quagmire about 59 yards in length
NATIVE SCALLOPS, CLAMS, HADDOCK
for Christmas Gifts
Most of the cars got through this movie Walter H. Spear; ship's physician, Dr.
W.
M.
Spear;
consulting
physician.
Dr
z*
’
1''
of course
stunt in safety, but there were some
MACKEREL, SALMON, FINNAN HADDIES
which were left stalled at the foot of Xeil A. Fogg. Ex Postmaster John
a steep hill. Further up tlie river be L. Donohue is manager of the line, w ith
gan a series of detours, over country John J. Wardwtll as assistant. Tlie
roads which were in the grievous eon other officials of tin line are: Gen 431 Main Street, ROCKLAND, ME.
dition that might be expected after a eral passenger agent. W. W. Case:
heavy fall of snow and rain. Some of comptroller, J. E. Stevens; foreign
(Guaranteed the Best)
the cars turned back after reaching correspondent, F. W. Wight; traveling
Bangor, but those which went through freight agent. M. E. Wottou; agent in
to Orono (Some X> China) had experi Alexandria. Dr. T. L. MeBe.ith; agent!
enees which w ill not soon he forgot in London, 11. A. Cnffum: agent in
NATIVE CELERY, 1 rc. K. C. SAUSAGE, Best Made
ten. The road in North Edgecomb and Hamburg. H. P. Biodg-lt: iinAilgralion
tlie main highway between Rockport officers, E. 31. O'Neil, W. J. Itieli and
—AT—
^Everything in FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
and Camden are sections of Paradise G. F. Barbour: board of advisors, A. C.
compared to almost anything that MeLoon, H N. McDougall. G. A. Law 
THE ARMORY
Knox county motorists found in Penob rence, Clifford Wolfe and Merrill F.
ICEBERG LETTUCE Js In
scot county. The next Bowdoin-Maine Kalloch: company gAtoi-fays, A. S. Lit
Thomaston
game at Orono will not be played un tlefield and F. A. Tirrfcli, Jr.; local
til 1923, and perhaps by that time they agent, Parker T. Fuller. Tin- I. L.
PEANUT BRITTLE, 23c. POP CORN BRITTLE, 29c
will get tlieir highway troubles straight Snow Co. was builder.
TUESDAY, NOV. 8
(Fresh Every Day)
ened out. A number of the local funs
DIED
dined at the Bangor House, the pro
A’lbtio Kocklaud. No-'. 6, Alargaitt «Beti i
CLOSED ALL DAY FRIDAY
prietor of which is Harry A. Chap uett), widow of Meh ni l». Austin, aged
!
man, a former Rockland man; and ycarfc, 5 tnotithH. 5 du,'.. Fun.ml Wedn^s
at 1) o’clock from St. Bernard’s Catholic
suppered at the Windsor Hotel in Bel day
church.
fast, one qf the proprietors of which i
Kelsey- Rockland. N"v. •», Uor.i P. (Phil
brook),
widow of William Kvl^y, aged 75 years,
Victor Whittier, formerly of Warren
Sure it's a good time. Come and
4
months, it days. tAiip-rai today at 2 p m
Tlie best of cheer always uwaits Knox . Kfhwrtoo
—Tboin«stou, Nov. .7. George Whit
dance with us
county folks at both hostclries.
ney Edgerton, aged «6 yeata. 7 tombs. 7 day v
Funeral' Wednesday 2 p. nt., from Mvhtodist
Dancing from 8:30 to 12:00 P. M.
All Columbia Records 50c al Stud church
V
Gcuthner—Owl’s Head, N’nv. 7, Cynthia, in
Admission: Ladies, 26c; Gsnts, 75c.
ley’s—headquarters for
Brunswick faut daughter of Roland and Margaret Tripp
l36«U>9nffiatr,
ajod I aiocffi.
.
Fiionojjmphs an<i Uececda. -

T” - POP CORN, 4 LBS. 25‘

WIGHT’S ■agg"

WE ARE OPENING THIS WEEK OUR NEW
THANKSGIVING GOODS

J. F. Gregory Sons Co.

Tho Ladies Aid Of tlie Methodist
The Woman’s Foreign Missionary church lias work Wednesday after
Society of Pratt Memorial M. E. church noon.
wilt inert Thursday afternoon at tlie
Aurora Lodge will livid a special
home of Mrs. liosroe Staples!
meeting for work on tlie Entered Ap
There will be a meeting of the W. C. prentice degree Wednesday evening.
T. U. at Airs. Al. F. Hodgdon's, Beech
H. C. Royal, representing Bradstreet, Friday at 2.30. especially re
membering Armistice' Day. A large at street’s, is now on the Rockland field,
succeeding hen Mr. Huston who is
tendance is urged.
well known to our business people.
Yesterday’s vigorous snowstorm, Mr. Royal, Bowdoin 1890, lives in Au
which left a white blanket of about burn. He first came to Rockland for
two inches In depth, may be taken us Bradstreet’s 23 years ago, but for the
an indication that Nature is making up past 13 years lias been in their South
ern fields.
for lost time.
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Afi we understand it General Foch was much pleased
with the invitation to visit our city, but he only had one
day to give us, and after consulting the railroad time
tables he found if he left Portland at 7 a. m. he would
have only two hours here—and could not attend the
banquet, make a speech, and get over the Kennebec
river before dark, so he was obliged to decline. Fie was
very anxious to drink Claremont Coffee right here in
its home. We have decided to send him some, and we
will be pleased to send it t<J any reader of this paper, no
matter where they are. We can convince you this is
the best coffee you ever drank, and with the postage
costs you less than what you are drinking. Why not
see what your old home can do?

a small lot of

Weather This Week
Weather predictions for tlie week
beginning yesterday for North Atlan
tic States are: Temperature somewhat
below normal, generally fair' except
for considerable cloudiness and oc
casional light rains along the nortli
border.
J

Deer were living rut up yesterday I
at Cobb’s Market and AI. B. & C. O.
Terry’s.

»

iiu .»

■■■■■■ —r

KniV’C' BIG SIX”
nCLLI OORCHESTR*

Ever figure the many rubs there
are in your family wash, when it's
dune the old rub-and-tub way"
Take a sheet for Instance—25t rubs
down and 23 back. 50 for eacli
sheet; six sheets, 300 rubs.
Towels, 20 rubs, 240 to the dozen,
handkerchiefs, 10, or 120 to tlie
dozen; nash-dresses, 25 rubs, or
100 (or four; uprous. 15 rubs
apiece, or 90 for the half dozen.

HUB’
BUB!!
RUB!!!—backbending, heart-breaking toil, sure
ly not a woman's work!
Our easier, simpler, more efficient
and more humane way should in
terest you. It requires no rub
bing—only gentle bousing in rich
fluffy suds of mild soap and pure
rain-soft water, which remove
every trace of soil without a speck
of wear. And we iron, too.

That is our way—the modern
laundry way, and If you will give
it a trial once, we’re sure you’ll
adopt it permanently. We wash
Lino thousand—two thousand rubs every day—pick out the day most
exacted of yourself every Monday convenient for y-ou and our driver
will call.
q
4
morning!
»
i,,
Wc are makinfl a specialty of Family Washings at Special Attractive
Prices.

PEOPLES LAUNDRY
17 LIMEROCK STREET.

TELEPHONE 170
132-134
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^ORIOLE
2^.

BoothTarkington
I Hu it ration y by
_ I r w i n Myer5

opyrigh± 19 2i- by the Bell Syndicate,Itic.
SYNOPSIS.
PART ONE.
i pr

equipment, the grift of
of 1Uncle Joseph to
his nephew, Herbert Illlngsworth Atwa
ter, Jr., aged thirteen, the fortunate
youth, with his chum, Henry Rooter,
about the Bame age, begins the publica
tion of a full-fledged newspaper, the North
End Dally Oriole. Herbert’s small cousin,
Florence Atwater, being barred from
any kind of participation In the enter
prise, on account of her intense and nat
ural feminine desire to “boss,” Is frankly
annoyed, and not at all backward In say
ing so. However, a poem she has writ
ten is accepted for Insertion in the Oriole,
on a strictly commercial basis—cash in
advance. The poem suffers somewhat
from the inexperience of the youthful
publishers in the “art preservative.” Her
pot altogether unreasonable demand for
republication of the masterpiece, with its
beauty unmarred are scorned, and the
break between Miss Atwater and the
publishers of the Oriole widens.
The Sunday following the first appear
ance of the Oriole. Florence's particular
chum, Patty Fairchild, pays her a visit.
They are Joined, despite Miss Atwater’s
openly expressed disapproval, by Master
Herbert Atwater and Henry Rooter. Not
at all disconcerted by the coolness of
their reception, the visitors and Miss
Fairchild indulge in a series of innocent
Bunday games. Among them is one called
‘Truth,” the feature of which Is a con
tract to write a question and answer,
both to be kept a profound secret. The
agreement Is duly carried out
Declining emphatically to participate in
any game with her cousin and Henry
Rooter, Florence is piqued by Miss Fairchild’s open desertion to the enemy, her
erstwhile bosom friend apparently enjoy
ing herself Immensely in the company of
the visitors and leaving with them.

written her father, to change him so
toward Noble? And Noble was still
dreamily Interpreting ns he walked
down the street with the North End
Dally Oriole Idle In an Idle hand.
He found a use for that hand pres
ently, nnd, having sighed, lifted It to
press It upon his brow, but did not
complete the gesture. As his hand
came within the scope of his gaze, lev
eled op the unfathomable distance, he
observed that the Angers held a sheet
of printed paper; nnd he remembered
Florence.
Instead of pressing his
brow he unfolded the Journal she had
thrust upon him. As he began to read,
his eye was lusterless. his gait slack
and dreary, but soon his whole de
meanor changed; It cannot be said
for the better.

THE North END dally ORIOLE

Atwater ft Co., Owners ft Propreltors
Subscribe NOW 25 Cents Per Year. Sub
scriptions should be brought to the East
Main Entrance of Atwater ft Co., News
paper Building every afterNoon
430 to VI 25 Cents

PART TWO.
On her visitors' departure. Florence
learns through a conversation between
her parents, that tier aunt. Julia Atwater,
Idol of the greater part of the male popu
lation of the place, but at present out of
town on a visit, has apparently become
engaged to a gentleman of the name of
Crum, altogether unknown to the At
water family. Indulging in speculation
concerning the fortunate youth, Mr. and
Mrs. Atwater concede tha’t for all they
know’ he may be a widower, or divorced,
with any number of children, etc. Flor
ence misses none of the remarks.
In her room that evening Florence
finds two brief notes used in the after
noon game of “Truth,’’ and unfortunate
ly lost by Miss Fairchild. To that young
lady’s query as to whether they did not
think they had pretty eyes, both Herbert
and Henry admitted they did, and had
affixed their signatures to the statement
Realizing that neither of the young gen
tlemen would care to have it known
that they had thus acknowledged the
possession of “pretty eyes,’’ Florence per
ceives what a powerful weapon has been
placed in her hands, for among the
youth of the town is a boy, Wallie Torbin, gifted with a remarkable talent for
mimicry and an altogether malignant
disposition. The combination has made
him dreaded, and Florence realizes that a
threat to put Wallie Jorbin in possession
of the secret concerning their “pretty
eyes” would bring Herbert and Henry
groveling at her feet and probably lead
to her greatly desired participation in
their journalistic enterprise.
Acquainting the two unfortunates with
her knowledge of their awful secret, they
make complete submission and Florence
becomes the undisputed master mind of
the Oriole.
In the next issue, with which the erst
while proprietors of the sheet have little
to do, editorially, among the “news”
Items is related the engagement of Miss
Julia Atwater to Mr. Crum, the gentle
man being referred to as a w’ldower, also
divorced, and with a “great many chil
dren.”
Among the most ardent and hopeless
admirers of the beautiful Julia is a youth
of the name of Noble Dill, an altogether
commonplace and uninteresting individual,
notable only among bis fellow townsmen
for his devoted attachment to the obiect
of his affections. He is. however, Flor
ence’s Ideal, and that young lady, desiroug of breaking the news of ^Julia’s en
gagement “gently.” herself presents h'rr,
with a copy of the Oriole containing the
announcement.

(Continued)
A copy, neatly folded, was placed
In the hand of Noble Dill, as he set
forth for his place of business, after
lunching nt home with his mother.
Florence was the person who placed
It there—without charge. She came
hurriedly from somewhere in the
neighborhood, out of what yard or
nlley he did not notice, and slipped the
little oblong sheet into his lax fingers.
“There!” she said, breathlessly.
“There’s a good deal about you In It,
this week, Mr. Dill, and I guess—I
&uess—”
“What, Florence?”
“I guess maybe you’ll—” She looked
up at him shyly; then, with no more
to say, turned and ran back in the di
rection whence she had come—nnd
was gone. Noble walked on, not at
once examining her little gift, but car
rying It absently In fingers still lax at
the end of a dangling arm. There was
no life in him for anything; Julia was
away.
Away—and yet the dazzling crea
ture looked at him from sky, from
earth, from air; looked at him with
the most poignant kindness, yet al
ways shook her head! She had an
swered his first letter by a kind little
note, his second by a kinder nnd littler
one, and his third, fourth, fifth, and
sixth by no note at all; but by the
kindest message (through one of her
aunts) that she was thinking about
him a great deal. And even this was
three weeks ago. Since then, from
Julia—nothing at all!
But yesterday something a little
stimulating had happened. On the
street, downtown, he had come face to
face, momentarily with Mr. H. I. At
water, Senior, Julia’s peculiar old
father: and for the first time In No
ble’s life this Mr. Atwater nodded to
him pleasantly. Noble went on his
way. elated: Was there not something
nlmost fatherly In this strange greet
ing? There had been an easement of
the pain of absence; nnd he glowed
with thoughts of Mr. Atwater.
The glow faded somewhat from
(Noble when he reached n telephone:
he called up his mother, and she said
there was no recent news of Julia
current in tho Atwater family connec
tion that she could hear of; none Of
them had word that she was coming
home. However, Noble did not de
scend all the wav Into the cellar of
his soul; some or his glow remained
nnd kept him a little more cheerful
than he had beer, for several weeks.
The kind greeting of Julia’s father
had stirred his Imagination. An event
00 singular might be Interpreted In
the happiest wj What.had Julia

POeMS

My Soul by Florence Atwater
When my heart Is dreary
Then my soul Is weary
As a bird with a broken wing
Who never again will sing
Like the sound of a vast amen
That comes from a church of men.

When my soul Is dreary
It could never be cheery
But I think of my ideal
And everything seems real
Like the sound of the bright church bells
peal.

Poems by Florence Atwater will be In
the paper each and every Sat

Advertisements 45c. each Up

reen nnn turned out, unfortunately,
to be a Beauty. Newland hn.I not re- SarftKe an(1 hIreJ « <'ar nn<1 wpnl f<* j
strained himself, Aunt Carrie said. * drive. He «Hd he had plenty nf,
and long before he left she wished
wl,h
and dl(in ‘ kno"' when
Jnlla had never, teen born—and as he d be back.
for Herbert Illlngsworth Atwater,
Semes him right, said Mr. AtnnJunior, the only thing to do with him l^r“Poes anybody know where
was to send him to some strict mill Herbert Is?”
“Not yet."
tarj- school.
“Well—” and he re’u rued to a for
Florence’s father telephoned to her
mother from downtown at three, and mer theme. “I am glad we aren’t Im
said that Mr. George Plum and the plicated. Florence Is right there with
ardent vocalist, Clalrdyce. two of the you. Is she?"
“Yes,” she said. “She's right here,
suitors, had just left his office. They
had not called In company, however, reading. You aren’t worried about
but coincidentally, and each had a her. are you?" she added.
“Oh. no; I’m sure It's all right. I
copy of the North End Dally Oriole,
already somewhat worn with folding only thought—"
"Only thought what?"
and unfolding. Mr. Clalrdyce's condi
“Well, It did strike me as curious,"
tion was one of desperate calm. Flor
ence’s father said, but Mr. Plum’s agi said Mr. Atwater; "especially after
tation left him rather unpresentable Aunt Fanny’s telling us how Herbert
for the street, though he had Anally declared Florence could never have a
gone forth with his hair Just as he single thing to do with his paper
had rumpled It, and with his hat In again—”
his hand. They wished the truth, they
“Welir
said: Was It true or was it not true?
“Well, here's her poem right at the
Mr. Atwater had told them that he top of It, and a very friendly Item
feared Julia was Indeed engaged, about her history mark of last June.
though he knew nothing of her It doesn’t seem like Herbert to be so
Aance's previous marriage or mar complimentary to Florence, all of a
riages, or of the number of his sudden. Just struck me ns rather cu
previous children. They had respond rious ; that's all."
ed that they cared nothing about that.
“Why, yes," said Mrs. Atwater, “It
This man Crum's record was a matter does seem a little odd—when you
of Indifference to them. All they think of It.”
wanted to know was whether Julia
“Have you asked Florence If she
was engaged or not—and she was!
had anything to do with getting out
“The odd thing to me,” Mr. Atwater this week’s Oriole?”
continued, to his wife, “is where on
“Why, no; it never occurred to me,
earth Herbert could have got his story especially after what Aunt Fanny told
about this Crum's being a widower, or us,” said Mrs. Atwater. “I’ll ask her
divorced, and with all these children. now.”
Do you know if Julia's written any ot I
But she was obliged to postpone the
the family about these things and they
Intended question.
“Sesame and
haven’t told the rest of us?”
Lilies” lay sweetly In the chair that
“No,” said Mrs. Atwater, “I’m sure Florence had occupied, but Florence
she hasn't. Every letter she's written herself had gone somewhere else.
to any of us has passed all through
She had gone for a long, long ram
the family, and I know I’ve seen every
ble; and pedestrians who encountered
one of ’em. She’s never said anything
her, and took note of her expression,
about him at all, except that he was a
were Interested; and, ns they went on
lawyer. I'm sure I can’t Imagine
their way, several of them Interrupted
where Herbert got his awful Informa
the course of their meditntlons to say
tion ; I never thought he was the kind
to themselves that she was the most
of boy to just make up unpleasant
thoughtful-looking young girl they had
things.”
ever seen. There was a touch of wist
Florence, sitting quietly In a chair fulness about her, too; as of one
nearby, with a copy of “Sesame and whose benevolence must renounce all
Lilies” In her lap, listened to her hope of comprehension and reward.
mother's side of this conversation
Florence, In fact, had nbout reached
with an expression of Impersonal In
the conclusion that far from the likeli
terest ; and If she could have realized
hood of her receiving praise for her
how completely her parents had for
thoughtful circulation of the news
gotten (naturally enough) the details
concerning her aunt Julia, there was
of their Arst rambling discussion of
a strong probability that dire results,
Julia's engagement, she might have
wordy and otherwise, would ensue.
felt as little alarm as she showed.
Hence her extreme thoughtfulness.
“Well,” said Mr. Atwater, “I'm glad
Among those who observed her un
It Isn't our branch of the family that's usual expression was n gentleman of

Joseph K. Atwater Co.
127 South Iowa St
Steam Pumps

NEwS OF ThE CITY

“Miss Florence Atwatpr of tHIs City
received a mark of 94 In History Exaintntion at the concuslon of the
school Term last June.
“Blue hair ribbons are In style
again.

“Miss Patty Fairchild of this City
has not been doing us well In Decla
mation lately as formerly.
“MR. Noble Dill of this City Is sel
dom seen on the streets of the City
without smoking a cigarrette.
“Miss Julia Atwater of this City Is
out of the City.
“The MR. Rayfort family of this
City have been presented with the
present of a new Cat by Geo. the man
employeD by Balf & Co. This cat Is
perfectly baeutiful.

Ci.

Wltk tbs Maias Mills i

Every-Other-Day

Happiness Sent Free
PRIEST’S INDIGESTION POWDER
relieves sour stomach, sick headache, dizziness, palpitation of the heart and
other stomach ills. Large hospital size hotties, $1.50; good sized bottles, 50c; by mail,
$1.56, 52c. Samples sent free to any address.

Use PRIEST’S REGULATORS.

An Ideal Ionic Laxative

direct, price 26 cent* a bottle.

PRIESTS PHARMACY, Bangor, Me.
Please send me free sample of PRIESTS INDIGESTION
POWDER, and I will give it a trial.

Name............................... Address..................................

hadn't had much to do with this num
ber of the paper, except the mechani
cal end of it; but they wouldn't come
out right full with what they meant.
They seemed to have some good rea
son for protecting a third party, and
said quite a good deal about their fa
thers nnd mothers being but mortal
and so on; so Henry and Herbert
thought they oughtn't to expose this
third party—whoever she was. Well,

great dimensions disposed in n closed
automobile that labored through mudholes In an unpaved outsklrt of the
town. He rapped upon the glass In
front of him, to get the driver's atten
tion, and a moment later the car
drew up beside Florence, as she stood
In deep reverie at the Intersection of
two roads.
CncleJoseph opened the door nnd
took his cigar from his mouth. "Get
In. Florence,” he said. “I'll take you
for a ride.” She started violently;
whereupon he restored the cigar to
his mouth, puffed upon It, breathing
heavily the whiter as was his wont;
and added; "I'm not going home. I'm
out for a nice lon£ ride. Get In."
“I wns takln’ a *nlk," she said dubi
ously. “I haf to take a whole lot of
exercise, and I ought to walk anti
wnlk and walk. 1 guess I ought to
keep on walkin’."
“Get In." he said. ’Tm out riding.
I don’t know when I’ll get home."
Florence got In. Uncle Joseph
closed the door, and the car slowly
bumped onward.
“You know where Herbert Is?” Un
cle Joseph inquired.
“No,” said Florence, In a gentle
voice.
“I do,” he said. “Herbert and your
, friend Henry Rooter came to our houfe
with one of the last copies of the Ori
ole they were distributing to subscrib
ers; and after I read It I kind of fore
saw that the feller responsible *or
their owning a printing press was
going to be tn trouble. I had quite a
talk with 'em nnd they hinted they

"Well,” Said Mr. Atwater, "I’m Glad
“Miss' Julia Atwater of this City Is
It Isn’t Our Branch of the Family
visiting friends In the Soth. The fam
That’s Responsible."
ily have had many letters from her
that are read by each and ull In the responsible. That's a comfort, any
fnmlld.
how, especially as people ore reading
copies of Herbert's manifesto all up
“Mr. Noble Dill of this City Is tn and down the town, my clerk says.
business with his Father.
He tells me that over at the Cole com
pany. where young Murdock Hawes Is
“From letters to the family Miss cnshlcr, they only got hold of one copy,
Julia Atwnter of this City Is enjoying ,ut typewrote It and multlgraphed It,
her visit in the south a greadeal.
ind some of 'em have already learned
it by heart to recite to poor young
“Miss Patty Fairchild of the 7 A Hawes. He’s the one who sent Julia
of this City, will probably not pass In the three Ave-pound boxes of choco
ARlthmetlC -nless some Improvement lates all at the same time, you re
takes place before Examination.
member.”
“Yes,” Mrs. Atwater sighed. "Poor
“Miss Julia Atwnter of this City thing!”
wrote n letter to the family statin- I “Florence Is out among the family,
while visiting In the SOuth she has > I suppose?” he inquired.
made an engagement to be married to i “No; she's right here. She's Just
MR. Crum of that City. The family |
•tarted to read Ruskin this afternoon.
do not know who this MR. CRum Is '
She says she's going to begin and read
but It Is said he Is a wldwer though > all of him straight through. That's I
he has been diVorced with a great I
very nice, don’t you think?”
many children.
He seemed to muse before replying.
“I think that’s very nice, at her
"Subscribe Now 23c. Per Tear Adv.
age especially,” Mrs. Atwater urged.
45c. up.
"Don't you?'
“Ye—es! Oh, yes! At least, I sup
"Atwater ft Co. Newspaper Building
pose so. Ah—you don't think—of
25 Cents Per Years.”
course she hasn't had anything at all
It mny be assumed that the last of to do with this?”
“Well, I don't see how she could.
the news Items was wasted on Noble
Dill, and that he never knew of the You know Aunt Canny told us how
neighborhood Improvement believed Herbert declared before them all, only
to be Imminent as a result of the Anal last Sunday night, that Florence
touches tn the ditch at the Mr. Henry should never have one thing to do with
his printing-press, and said they
D. Vance backyard.
wouldn’t even let her come near It.”
“Yes, that's a fact. I'm glad Her
bert made It so clear that she can’t be
PART THREE
Implicated. I suppose the family are
all pretty well down on Uncle Jo
Throughout the afternoon adult seph?”
"Uncle Joseph Is being greatly
members of the Atwater family con
nection made futile efforts to secure blamed,” said Mrs. Atwater primly.
all the copies of that week's edition "He really ought to have known better
of the North End Dally Oriole. It than to put such an Instrument into
the hands of a boy of that age. Of
could not be done.
It was a trying time for “the fam course It simply encouraged him to
ily.” Great-aunt Carrie said that she print all kinds of things. We none of
hud the “worst afternoon of any of us think Uncle Joseph ever dreamed
’em,” because young Newland Saun that Herbert would publish anything
ders came to her house at two and did like this, nnd of course Uncle Joseph
not leave until Ave; all the time count snys himself he never dreamed such a
ing over, one by one, the hours he’d thing; he's said so time and time
spent with Julia since she was seven- again, all afternoon. But of course
he’s greatly blamed.”
"I suppose there've been quite a
A. G MOORE
good many of ’em over there blaming
|
PIANO TUNER
|
him?" her husband Inquired.
“Yes—until iie telephoned to a

1921.

HOME

TOWN

web week

Musto Turp

A Mustard and Turpentine Ointment
Nation-Wide Movement Set for No.
for Congestion, Aches, Pains and In
vember 7th to. 12th.
flammation. At all Druggists. Price
26c, to any address.
Every Four Corners has Its Home
PRIEST DRUG CO, Banger, Me.
Town week nowadays, but all the boys !
and girls who have wandered from the ,
Township Center cannot get back to j
enjoy the loved surroundings. But all ■
can subscribe to the old home town
paper and thus keep well In touch
DR. J. C. HILL
with the little spot they once called
home.
Residence and Office, 206 Main Street
What Joy to run over the school office Hoorg,
Rockland, Me.
promotions and And that the tots of'
a few years ago are moving higher j *
VI A. M.| 1 te 1 P. M.j < to 8 P. M.
and higher In scholastic circles and '
1Mtf
eventually blossom forth as the “sweet
a H. KELLER, M. D.
girl graduates,” or the clean strong
boys discarding knickers.
76 MAIN STREET, THOMASTON
Just wateh that hardened old city
codger open up his Jiome paper—It Is OMee Keen—Urti I a.
t te S: 7 la * *. a.
the first thing he picks up out of hls
Talatoaea 141-8
*-d
bunch of mall—and what can he find
there to Interest him? Angus McGugnn'8 horse died yesterday; Peter Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
McGregor will run for the county
Osteopathic Physician
clerkship; Horace Jell hopes to win
M
SCHOOL
STREET
ROCKLANO. MAIM!
the secretaryship of the Htlltown Ag
Heart l:N A. M. to 4:M P. M.
ricultural Society.; Lydia Munger has
E*tii>*> by A»*etotaa*at
opened a millinery store; Mrs. Brown
Ttlttboat 323.
i-e
lost her hand satchel In the butchery;
Dr. Dorland Is attending Clara Brown, Drs. T. L & Ruth McBeatfc
who Is down with a severe cold; Mrs.
™
Osteopathic Physicians
Plater broke her ankle and Is In the
county hospital.
l UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAIBR
Yet though he smiles at the old-time
HOURS: 1:00 A M. TO 4:M P. M.
styles and expressions he enjoys It EVENINGS ft SUNDAY* BY APPOINTMENT
TELEPHONE IM
all over and over again, for It takes
W.
hls mind back home where hls won
derful boyhood days—happy days—
DR. C D. NORTH
were spent.

Physician andX-Ray Operatoi

WILL BOOST HOME PAPERS
“Get In," He Said. “I’m Out Riding.
I Don’t Know When I’ll Get Home.”

Week of November 7-12 Set for Na
tion-Wide Endeavor.

I thought they better not stay too
“Subscribe to your home town pa
long, because I was compromised per.”
enough already, without being seen
This Is the slogan of a new nation
In their company, nnd I gave ’em wide movement backed by the Na
something to help ’em out with the tional Editorial Association and other
movies. You can stay at movies an agencies.
awful long time, and If you’ve got
The movement has back of It far
money enough to go to several of 'em, more than a selfish desire on the part
why you’re fixed for as long as you of newspapers to acquire Increased
please. A body ought to be able to circulation, for it Is, In effect, a step
live a couple o' months at the movies toward the perfect unification of
for nine or ten dollars, I should think.” America by the strengthening of ties
He was silent for a time, then that bind everyone to hls native soil.
asked: "I don’t suppose your papa
The campaign Is, moreover, an ex
and mama will be worrying about cellent opportunity to boost the home
you, will they, Florence?”
town. The men and women who were
“Oh, no!" she said quickly. “Not born and reared here have, some of
In the least! There was nothin’ at all them, been away for many years and
for me to do at our house this after many Important changes have taken
noon.”
place—changes In which they would
“That's good," he said, “because he greatly Interested. It Is more often
before we go back I was thinking some the case than not that private corre
spondence overlooks these changes,
of driving around by way of Texas.'
Florence looked at him trustfully however carefully one might attempt
and said nothing. It seemed to her to write "the news” In a letter.
The newspaper, on the other hand,
that he suspected something; she was
not sure, but his conversation wns a prints all the Items of Interest, large
little peculiar—though not in the least and small, and Is the Ideal medium
sinister. Indeed, she was able to make through which to keep In touch with
out that he had more the air of an ac In the old home town.
complice than of a detective. Never
Town* Need Eye Opener.
theless she was convinced that far, far
the best course for her to pursue, dur
Said a New York state business
ing the next few days, wu/ubl be one man the other day: “There Is hardly
of steadfast reserve. And such a course a town in the country that does not
was congenial to her mood, which wns need to have Its eyes opened to the
subdued, not to say apprehensive; bind of work Its newspapers do, week
though she was sure that her recent In nnd week out, nnd year In and year
conduct, If viewed sympathetically, out, with rarely If ever a word of pub
would be found Christian. The trou
11c appreciation and backing.”
Expect to find the
hie was that probably It would not
be viewed sympathetically. No one
Fisherman, the
would understand how carefully and
Knew 8ourc« of Picturea.
“Mark of Supremacy
tactfully she had prepared the Items
Gur was out calling with hl* moth
on every bottle of
of the Oriole to lead suavely up to the er, when he saw a picture of angels
emulsion that you buy.
news of Aunt Julia's engagement and on n wall In a home where they were
break It to Noble Dill In a manner to calllig. Calling hls mothez's atten
This means that you will
save hls reason. Therefore, on ac tion to this picture, he said: “Mother,
always ask for
count of this lack of comprehension somebody must hare taken a kodak
really the only wise nnd good thing to to heaven with them.”
do was to claim nothing for herself,
and allow Herbert and Henry to re
Scott ft Bown., BlooiaAeH, N. J.
main undisturbed in full credit for
-------- ALSO MAKERS OF-------publishing the Oriole. This involved
disappointment. It is true; neverthe
less she decided to bear it.
She had looked forward to surpris
(Tablets or Granules)
ing “the family” delightfully. As
as INDIGESTION
they fluttered in exclamation about
IEGULATION P1ZE WITH NAME
2O-2sk
her, she bad expected to say, “Ob. the
AND ADDRESS OF MAKER AND
poetn Isn’t so much, I guess—1 wrote
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
It quite a few days ago and I’m writ
WITH FEDERAL LAW.
ing a couple new ones now—but I did
$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
lake quite a lot o' time and trouble
with the rest of the paper, because
For Pound size
Don't neglect a constant backache, lmd to write every single word of It, or
Postage <5 oents addttlossl
sharp, darting pains or urinary dis else let Henry and Herbert try to.
orders.
The danger of dropsy or and 'course they'd just of ruined It
Blight’s disease Is too serious to Ig
$2.75 per 500 Sheets
nore. Use Doan’s Kidney Pills as have Oh, It Isn't so much to talk about
Postage 10 scuts additional
guess;
It
Just
sort
of
comes
to
me
to
your friends and neighbors. Ask
For
each
additional 1000 sheet* ord
do
things
that
way.
”
your neighbor! A Rockland case;
ered at same lime, add to the prioe
Mrs. M. W. Emery, 5 Lisle St., says:
Like so many other young unearthed
of first 1000, 64.00 and 16 oonts post
“I had good results through the use rehearsals, this one wns never to be
age for e»oh 1000.
, of Doan’s Kidney Pills. My kidneys played for an audience. Adults nre un
were In bad shape and my back nearly dependable. Thirteen attempts to ex
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
killed me with pain. This misery broke
my rest at night and the next morning ercise a great philanthropy, and every
For Half Pound size
grown
person
In
sight,
with
the
pos

I felt more tired than before going to
Postage 10 oenta tdditloew
sible
exception
of
Great-uncle
Joseph
bed. My feet and ankles swelled up
awfully. I had dizzy spells and every- goes Into wholly unanticipated fits of
$2.50 per 500 Sheets
I thing would turn round and round In horror. Cause and effect have no re
Postage 10 cents additloaal
the room. As soon as I began using lation: Fate operates without reason
' Doan’s Kidney Pills from Kittredge’s able sequence—like a monkey.
For each additional 1000 sheet* ord
Pharmacy
relief followed and
ered at same time, add to the prtc«
wasn’t long in getting entirely over To be continued—Began October
of first 1000, 81.50 and 10 cents post
Back copies can he suoplied
the trouble. Of late I have been free
age for each 1000
from any of my former symptoms and
THE
to Doan's Kidney Pills all credit Is
Breathe In Health
due.”
COURIER.
That cough and cold in the head
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't sim
ply ask for a kidney remedy—get can be ended easily by Hyomei. N
GAZETTE.
Doan's Kidney Pills—the same that stomach dosing. Breathing it through
Mrs. Emery had. Foster-Milburn Co., the nose and mouth. Money back if
Rockland Maine
falls. All druggists.—adv.
Mfra., Buffalo, N. Y,
___

OFFICE. II Base* Street. ROOKLABB
OFFICe HOURS: Uettl * a. a.
141 to 1:10 *14 7:RC to SffiS *. «k
TELEPHONE 712
M-N

E. W. HODGKINS. M. D.
Offiea: VINAL BLOCK. THOM ASTOR
Offiae Haun: l to S aad 7 to • P. M.
taulU.uaa aatll t A. M. aad hi AsstostM
TELEPHONES: ReeMeeee, 4l-4l Offiaa. 14*.
BS-tf

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
a. a. 8IL8BY. Surgeon
Z-IAT Operator
IS SVMMEI STREET, B0CKLA1*
TELEPHONE 12S

DAVIS & STURM
Chiropractors
Palmar School Graduates
WO MAIN 6T, ROCKLANO. MAINS
Hours; 2 to 5 P. M Dally:
5.30 to 7.30 Monday, Wednesday and

TELEPHONE CONNECTION*

Saturday
1SS-47

H. V. TWtEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions. Etc.
4*7 MAIN STREET
Hear*: * to li A. *»-! I a* * p. M.
BoaMiaie. Il FaltM Street TeL SSI-I.
Odea Teltekeee 4SS-W

DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist
, .
ORTHODONTIA (ttr*l*ktoala* toMS)
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLESt
2M MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
8»ear Blwk............Fes* el Park IM

NBae Maura: I ta I!; I to S.

TEL74S.il.

EMERYB.HOWARD,D.D.S.

Ask For It! 5^

I

SCOTT'S EMULSION

Ri-naiDS

DON’T RISK NEGLECT

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

407 Main St., Rockland, Me.

lOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
COMPLE7E DRUG AND BUNDSt
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTION*. KODAKS, BE.
VELOPING, PRINTING ANN ES.
LARGING.

<70 Main St..

Rockland. Ma.

W. A. lOHNSTOW. REG. PwC

L JV. BENNER
—DEALER IN-

AD Kinds of Real Estate
2 NORTH MAIN 8T„

ROCKLANO
41-tf

TELEPHONE 233-7.

GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. TeL 572-M
U8E

ACCO ASPIRIN
TABLETS
For Rhaumatiam, Neuralgia, Head
ache, Earache, etc. At all druggist*.
111-tf

or headache—rub fore
head, temples and back
of neck with Vicks. Melt
a little in a spoon and
inhale the vapors.

VICKS
v VapoRub
Gear 17 Million Jan

UnJ Vaar^t

Ermy-Other-Day
METHODIST WORKERS
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EMPIRE THEATRE

Stops

roold in
hours

’msom^winiw

Al All Dr*uhu-i0 CnO

». »• mu covran. detioit
tea,

Protect School Book*.
Cover the children's schoolbooks
with either stiff paper or cloth so
they will last the year and be in con
dition for the next in the family who
will need to use them.

Scratch Feed
Poultry Feed

Mash
Hay Presses
721,

Write for Catalog

Ice Tools

Kendall ^Whitney
Portland,Maine

etc
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\N ANCIENT CEMETERY

A Recounting of Their Activi "Why Girls Leave Home”
ties Shows Why Pastor
Now in Midst of Four Days’
Allen’s Church Is Prosper
Run.
ing.
An elaborate fashion review and
some unusual scenes of an unusual
The vestry at the Pratt Memorial cabaret frequented only by the elite
M. E. church was well Ailed Sundaj are but two ot the many high-lights
evening to listen to the reports of the to be seen in “Why Girls Leave
organized classes of the Sunday Home." featuring Anna Q. Nillson,
which will be seen today, WednesSchool. An annual budget of $8,000 it lay and Thursday. During the run of
no slight task for this church, but if his picture the hours will be 2 and
any have thought that money raising 7.30 o'clock, and a new price schedule
was all the program this church pro will prevail.
The fashion review is staged in a
vides for Its workers that mistake was high class department store, and
dispelled.
nany beautiful gowns are brought
Mrs. Conners reported for class 29 to view for the first time. In order to
ail organization extending over a Him this lavish scene a number of
period of more than 40 years, ir. beautiful models were engaged, and as
which every good work was carried on, they reveal the stunning costumes
Including deeds of mercy and help the spectator Is given an Insight into
tanging from the carrying of flowers •>ne of the reasons why girls; leave
to the sick, to providing food and rai tieme. Another good reason Is said
ment to the needy and gifts of money If. be furnished in the splendor that
to other organizations carrying on such vivifies the cabaret scene—the Palais
work.
Des Arts.—adv.
Mrs. Ralph Conant reported fo:
Class 26 a shorter history, but a not
ROCKPORT
able record of achievement, in which
raising money for the church budget
Mrs. Jennie Harkness and Miss Ella
contributing large sums for the variout
enterprises of the church, attention t< Mackay spent several days in Portland
sick and needy and other items of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Dunbar of
"applied Christianity” were included.
Class 8 waa reported by Miss Pearl Rockland were Sunday guests at Mrs.
Borgerson, who gave as the class K. M . Dunbar's.
William Paul has returned from
motto, “We can, We will,” which was
well borne out by the record of the Lawrence, Mass., where he has been
class In bearing a large share in the ipending several days, the guest of Mr.
church budget, placing of modem and Mrs. Lanson Hyde.
The Senior Class of the R If. S.
electric lights in the auditorium, be
side the line of activity in care for held a very successful social at Shep
sick and needy that has characterized herd hall Friday evening
Marion Carroll was the guest of the
all these classes. The report also in
cluded an appreciation of the teacher, Gregory sisters at Glen Cove Friday.
Mrs. Sarah M. Rust has returned
Mrs. Austin Smith, who was char-,
acterized as "one of the girls," and a home after spending the week with
list of members who had married. Mrs. X. J. Tribou.
Mrs. William Whitney and daughter,
This rather extensive list provoked
the remark from the pastor that if this who have been spending several days
were known there would doubtless be in Vinalhaven, have returned,
Mrs. Myra Burrows, who has been
a long list of applications for member
spending the summer witih her sister,
ship in this class.
Mrs. Littlehale reported Class 3, In Mrs. Robert K. Shibles, returned to
which the giving of money for numer New York last week.
Mrs. Matthew Greenlaw and daugh
ous lines of church work mentioned
and the furnishing of a large number ter Bettie have returned from North
of teachers for other classes. Mrs. Yarmouth, where they have been vis
Littlehale also challenged the su iting relatives. They were accompa
premacy of Class 8 In the number of nied by E. M. Lombard, who will be
weddings In the list of members 1 their guest for a few days.
Miss Cora Brown of Damariscotta
Just what this record from Class 8 and
Class 3 may lead to, time only can tell. was a guest at the Moody parsonage
Mrs. Rogers then reported the work over the weekend.
Master Clinton Shibles was the re
of the Ladies' Aid. It would seem
that a subscription of $1000 on the cent host at a party given to several
church budget might be enough to ut hls young friehds. The dining room
expect of most any loyal band of wo was decorated in pink and the favors
men, but this is only a part of the were small pink baskets filled with
story. The record is too long and candy. A dainty lunch of sandwiches,
varied to be here reported in detail, cake and cocoa was served. Games
and includes help in all the benevolent were played and all voted Clinton a
enterprises of the church, and also royal host.
the major part of the entertainment
of the recent meeting of the New Eng
UNION
land Branch of the W. F. M. S. which
involved a large expenditure of money
Everybody here is looking forward
and a tremendous amount of work. with pleasurable anticipation to No
All of these organizations support the vember 16, when the Chautauqua
religious program of the church in all course of entertainments begins. In
Its details.
previous years these entertainments
Mrs. Miles reported the Bird Rranch have afforded much pleasure and di
of the Sunshine Society, which Is in version as well as being instructive.
terdenominational in character and en The company Is coming this year with
tirely benevolent in its work. It was a bigger and better program than
a splendid record of effort to relieve ever. Tickets for the entire course at
want and suffering, creditable alike to $1.50 for the six entertainments are
officers and members.
It included selling rapidly, and a full house is ex
gifts of clothing, bedding, food and pected.
money to other organizations. This
Next Wednesday evening at 9 at
branch merits the most hearty sym Seven Tree Grange hall, there will be
pathy’ from all the churches of the city.
lecture on the much-talked-of subIts benefactions are extended where lect of cancer. This will be non-techthere is need, without regard to race nlcal and will contain the latest and
or creed.
most reliable ideas on the subject.
While the report of the W. F. M. S. The admission Is free to all whether
was not given at this meeting a re grangers or not and all arc invited to
port of the activities of the church attend. There will also be a short
would be Incomplete without it. It in program of interesting and entertain
cludes the raising of over $200, which ing musical and literary events.
places this church among the leading
Mrs. Bernice Payson left Friday for
churches of the East Maine Confer l visit with her brother, Franz Bur
ence in this line.
kett in Portland.
Mrs. Jennie Bowley of South Hope
is the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Euda
The feet that mint diseases arise from an Lermond.
Impure or low condition of the blood, is fully
David Laughton has gone to Port
proven by Hood's Sarsaparilla.—adv
land for the winter.
Mrs. Ethel Creighton has returned '
from a visit in Camden.
Miss Blanche Hilt and Miss Ida
Hughes spent a day recently with
friends at Waldoboro.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Leonard re
cently entertained at dinner Mr. and
Mrs. William Gleason and Mr. and Mrs.
Maynard Lucas.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Lew’ls have re
turned from Liberty.
Osgood Young, who has been out of
'own for a few days, has returned ’
home.
Mrs. John Creighton is visiting her J
son Edward Creighton at South Union, j
William Gleason has purchased a
new ear.
Frank Creighton has gone to Green
f)KT At sigaat si dap
ville on a hunting trip.
W ahead. Deal play with
E. G. Simmons of Oakland is the
a CaW—cm it aaaadatalf
guest of his sister-in-law, Mrs. Bertha
triAKTaC B-Q. Tablets.
Simmons.
Capt. Smith of the Salvation Army
At Ae frit ax» «d inlecties,
of Rockland with several Army work
take KTa-bcat by teat. At
ers held a very interesting meeting at
itaadard remedy At warld ever
the Congregational church Thursday
far Cable. Ce«he. Headaches,
evening. We were much grieved to
and La Grippe.
see such a small attendance to hear
these earnest, faithful workers.
HS’i C. B. Q. acta at tact.
The Indies’ Aid of the Congrega
Didatefratet and starts warh is
tional church will hold an all-day
ka seconds, |iviaf guidt rebel
meeting Thursday, Nov. 10, at the
and caria, Ike Cold.
home of Mrs. Bertha Simmons with pic
nic dinner. All are Invited and asked
Demand red box bearbi lb.
to bring scissors as all are to cut car
M'l pertrait aad liiaatara.
pet rags.
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MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for
ziugusta. A$7.00 a. m.. t7.3O a m .. tt.45p m.
Bangor. A57.OO a. tn , t7.39 a in . tl 45 p in.
Bath. A57.OO a. m . 17.30 a. in . tl.45 p ra.;
Alt iOp nt
Boston . A!7 00 a. m . 17.30a m . tl.45 p m
Brunswick. A|7.00a. m.. 17.30 a. m.. tl.45p in
Lewision. A}7.00a.m.. t7.3O a . m„ tl.45p.m.
New York . tl.45 p. ni.
Po.tlan-i.iA57 (Kl a n . t7.3O a. m . tl 45p m
Waterville. A57.OOa.rn.. t7 :«J a m . tl.45 p in.
Woolwich. 57.00a.m.. t7.30 is. tu , tl-4ip.ni..1
51.30 p.m.
t Daily, except Sunday
5 Sunday Only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
wich and Bath.
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS,
9 25-21 V P. & Gen'l Mgr. Gen'l Passenger Agt.

urying Ground At Pleasant
Point, Cushing, Recalls In
teresting History.

Buy a Book a Week
To increase the reading of good books
the above slogan was adopted and has
become nationalized. It’s an admirable
suggestion, a habit worthy of adoption,
one that should give a wonderful impetus
to the intelligence of the nation.

It is in the ancient cemeteries, from
le inscriptions upon tho old tombones, that some of the most interesting
■formation of history is secured, says
writer in the Lewiston Journal. There
ne finds facts concerning those early
ioneers whose brawn and courage
lade possible, not only ia Maine, but
le American nation, which cannot be
ecured elsewhere.
In the town of Cushing there are
ivo such ancient burying-grounds
rom their grave markers are secured
ome of the most important lends for
^formation concerning the early hisory of the St. Georges river valley,
.•hich can today be called available. It
i here that one first getsui. real hint
s to the import'H ee of the P.ev. Ruthrford, as well as others. It is of him
hat one learns in the old burying
round at Pleasant Point, while In the
Id Burton cemetery, as it is generally
eferred to, one gets facts concerning
he very early settlers of tbe town of
lushing.
This last named, although the first
Htablished in the town, is iu a sad
tate of neglect. It is only through the
ervices of a guide, or by accident that
me can locate this lot. Today, its
rravestones are toppled over and most
T them are partially buried in the
;round. while the whole yard is grown
ip to alders, grey and yellow birch
itanding so closely that it is with dilll
•ulty that one can work his way
hrough the growth.
Some way surely ought to be devised
or having these trees cut away and
he stones righted so that there would
lot be, as there now is, reason fo- one
o feel ashamed on visiting this pa
hetic old resting-place of those hardy
lioneers.
This ancient burying ground is lo•ated a short distance frqm where
itood the first meeting house built of
ogs, erected in the town of Cushing.
Both were a part of the original “Old
Burton place.”
.
At the time of the settlement 100
leres was set aside by the settlers of
what now constitutes the towns of St.
Beorge and Cushing for use as the site
if a meeting house. It is noticeable in
this instance, as In most others where
[hose early comers put aside land for
ike purposes, that it was the poorest
soil in the vicinity; that they did not
put any first class agricultural land
into such uses.

A church was built there in 1736 and
was used for a place of worship until
the close of the eighteenth century,
when It was destroyed by fire. It was
never rebuilt. This church was r.ot a
large structure, as the marks of its
original foundation, which can now be
traced out, very plainly show. How
ever, It was ample for the needs of
those days.
It was in this little church that those
early settlers came to worship and
there that many of them received the
last respects which the community
paid to the dead, their remains being
carried from thence to be placed in tbe
Books call for bookcases—the Globe-Wemicke
now desolate and forgotten old Burton
Sectional Case. But “a book a week’* will
burying ground a few hundred yards
away.
require only one section every six or seven
The first preson to be buried in this
months, hence the importance of beginning
old graveyard was Moses Robinson,
right by getting the best.
’
3rd, who died in 1777. Descendants of
his now live in the town and are scat
The, Globe-Wemicke Co. grows the timber
tered throughout Knox county and, for
the matter, the entire country.
from which its cases are made. Every bit
Austin L. Burton, who is a direct de
of material is carefully selected. Special
scendant of the original Capt. Benja
min Burton, first settler and great In
machinery has been designed for their manu
dian figter of the region, now owns the
facture. Every step in their construction,
old Burton farm, or a great deal of it
including the land on which is located
from tree to finished product is standardized
the old graveyard and the meeting
and carefully supervised with the result that
house.
From the inscriptions on the stones
the Globe-Wemicke is the best and most
in this yard it is evident that it was
economical bookcase on the market.
discontinued about the year 1820, as
that was the latest date we found on
Made in both oak and mahogany and in styles
any of the tombstones, which recorded
that Su^hnah, daughter of James and
and finishes to suit surroundings.
Susanah Malcolm who died on Dec. 30,
1820, at the age of 26 years, was there
buried. Another recorded that a sister
of Susanah’s died Sept. 13, 1793, which
was 27 years before, at the age of five
years and buried in the cemetery.
361 Main St., Rockland, Me.
Among the notable features of these
gravestones is the absence of poetry
We are sole agents for the famous GLENWOOD
and long sentiments, which are almost
always found in these old burying
RANGES and PIPELESS FURNACES. Courtsous
grounds. But few of these were dis
salesmen will help you in every possible way to make
covered. It is possible that there were
a great many more, but as only a small
the best selections.
number of the old stones were dug out
of the ground sufficiently to see the In
scriptions the result was as set forth;
in many Instances the inscriptions have
been entirely obliterated by the action
of the weather.
• • • •
However, William and Nancy Falmer, whose daughter Nancy died March
29, 1802, at the age of 22, evidently se
cured comfort In their bereavement by
placing these words upon her grave
stone:
“In the cold mansion of the silent
A number from here attended Po tomb how still the solitude, how deep
’
WARREN
mona Grange at South Warren Satur the gloom. Here sleeps the daughter,
day and report a fine time.
unconscious dust confined, but far, far
Mi s. Charles Blaekington of the Neck
Mrs. Nina Gregory and daughte defiant dwells the immortal mind."
spent the weekend as the guest of her Mary were in town over Sunday.
Much better care has been given the
Miss Lillian McCarter called o cemetery at Pleasant Point, for it is
mother, Mrs. Dexter Hart.
not altogether abandoned at this time
The many friends of N.- C. Crawford, friends in town Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs.. Bert Skinner were a and interments have been made within
who has been ill the past ten days, are Lester Dolham’s Sunday.
a comparatively few years. It is sur
glad to hear he is much better.
Miss Avis Newman was home fror rounded by a very well-kept fence, al
Mrs. Stonie Butler’s youngesi daugh Portland Saturday.
though the grass grows very rank
ter Is suffering from an abscess on her
Chester Vinal was in town last wool therein. Here the monuments and the
back,
Mrs. Robert Blake who is ill is im stones are. for the most part, standing
Albert Copeland spent the weekend proving.
upright, and but very few, indeed,
with his son Edwin in Bath,
Stanley Gregory spent Sunday wit show even a tilt to one side or the
Mrs. May Dean, who has been visit his mother, Mrs. Nina Gregory.
other.
ing in Camden, returned to her home
The Baptist congregation and friend
A noticeable feature of this cemetery
at Warren Highlands Saturday.
gave Mr. and Mrs. Roy Stuart an in is the sort of a golden colored moss
Sylvester Norwood of Union is vis formal reception Saturday night. Re which seems to grow over the stones.
iting friends in town.
freshments were served.
One of the oldest stones found in the
Mrs. Martha Hastings, who has been
Almore Boardman was in town Sun cemetery is that marking the burial
visiting her daughter, Mrs. A. T. Nor day.
place pf Capt. Thomas Henderson, who
wood, returned to Union last week.
died 9$ept. 25, 1765, at the age of 62.
Our local hardware dealer, A. T.
He was one of the earliest settlers of
Norwood, has installed one pipe fur
the peninsula which constitutes the
naces in the following residences: Al
town of Cushing, and was at one time
bert Copeland, Dudley Gould, Frank
in command of the old block house at
Davis, Sam Haskell, Silas Watts,
Pleasant Point, which was called “Hen
Charles Starrett and the Baptist
derson’s bloek house."
Chrch; also six in surrounding towns.
Here, too, is burled Miss Jane Ruth
erford. eldest daughter of the Rev.
Robert Rutherford, A. M., who was the
first Presbyterian minister who tame
into Maine.
In this old cemetery was found one
Player
monument bearing an Inscription
Piano Rolls
which, it is believed. Is a unique one
LEONARD
in Maine. It read:
"Elizabeth A., wife of Geroge Davis,
relic of George Young. 1810-1888.”
REDUCED
There can be no doubt but what Mrs.
RELIEVES DEAFNESS and
Elizabeth had two husbands during her
STOPS HEAD NOISES. Simply
life and that the second one desired to
EVERYTHING
Rob it Back of the Ears and
have that fact properly recorded for all
Insert in Nostrils. Proof of sneV. F. STUDLEY
time.
ceee will be given by the druggiet.

Globe-Wernicke
Sectional Bookcases

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Republic Rolls

WATCHFUL EYES
are safeguarding the health of
son and daughter and grand
children. Grandma knows

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc,
BANGOR LINE
FALL SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST

Doctor's Prescription
Internal and External
IOO years of Success
This famous old anodyne has
no equal for Coughs, Colds,
Sore Throat, Grippe, Cramps,
Colic, Chills, Strair.s, Cuts,
Burns and many other com
mon troubles. For more than
a century generation after
generation has praised its
worth. All dealers. 25 and 50c.

ROCKVILLE.
Mr Clough, has removed the fence
from his front yard, greatly improv
ing the looks of his newly painted
house.
Dr Damon h.as had a telephone in
stalled in his Rockville residence.
W. G. Wellman is having his house
shingled.
Mr and Mrs. Wesley Thurston of
Rockport were the Sunday guests of
Miss la'ola Tolman.
Mrs. U. S. Wlncapaw and niece, Miss
Evelyn Wincapaw of East Union called
on Mrs. Blastow Sunday.
Mrs Mildred Tolman has been con
fined to the house for a few days with
a severe cold.
Charles Porter was in Rockland Sat
urday.
Mrs. Bertha Robbins has returned
from a few days' visit In Camden. She
was accompanied by her two grand
daughters and her sister, Mrs. Grace
Richardson
We are glad to know that our men
began work Monday on the cross
roads. Though late in the season, the
work will be greatly appreciated.
Mrs. Sydney Farrington was en
rolled as a member of the Community
Club at its last meeting. The regular
meeting, to be held Thursday, Nov. 10,
at 3.30 will be at the home of Mrs.
Clough. There are still a few of our
women who should join.

MAINE

APPLES
OUR SPECIALTY

KINGMAN HEARTY
INC.

BOSTON, MASS.
NED L. MORISON, Appla Expert

E. W. J. HEARTY, Praaidant

ROBERT B. LORING, Traaa.

20 Fanual Hall Market
(North Side)

“The House Built on the Apple"
96TU-S
STATE OF MAINE

Treasurer’s Office
Augusta, Maine, November 7, 1921.
Pursuant to Cbau. 10. Sec 40 of the Revised
Statutes, I will sell and convey by deed to the
highest bidder, at the Treasurer of State’s Of
fice at Augusta, on the twenty-ninth day of
November next, at 2 30 o’clock I’. M , all the
Interest of the State in the tracts of land here
inafter described, lying in unincorporated town
ships, said tracts.having been forfeited to the
State for non-payment of Stale, County, and
Forestry District Taxes, certified to the Treas
urer of State for tiie year 1919. The sale and
conveyance of each tract will be made subject
to a right In the owner or part owner whose
rights have been forfeited, to redeem the same
at any time within one >ear after the sale, by
paying or tendering to the purchaser his |>ortlon of what the purchaser paid therefor at the
sale with interest at the rate of twenty per cent,
per annum, from the time of the sale, and one
dollar for release, or such owner may redeem
his Interest by paying as aforesaid to the
Treasurer of State as provided in Chap. 10
Sec. 46 of the Revised Statutes
No tract, however, will be sold at a price
less than the full amount due thereon for such
unpaid State, County and Forestry District
Taxes, interest and costs, is described in the
following schedule:
KNOX COUNTY
Unpaid Amount
Portion
CAMP ISLAND Said island Is
reputed to be owned by the
estate "t S M Bird, et als,
aud contains one aero, more
"i- leas ........................... (li All
l
HEWETT’S ISLAND. Said is
land is reputed to be owned
by the McLoon heirs and
contains one hundred acres,
more or less ...............(100) All
7 47
W L. BONNEY.
Nov. 8, 15, 22
Treasurer of State.

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Law
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
411 MAIN STREET : : ROCKLANO. ME.
—OffiM 4U Hmm. MCW Sl-t»

L. R. CAMPBELL

EAR OIL

For sale In Rockland hy Corner Drug
Store, Cor. Main and Limerock Sts.
A. 0. LEONARD. INC.
70 5th Ave., New York City

Rata ef Blood Flew.
Blood travels through the heart
a rate ef seven mliea an hour.

•

• ROCVI AND.

Ml

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance

at

M

Baaaaawr te A- J. Ertklaa

a

The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT AND
SWAN'S ISLAND

Winter Arrangement
(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 1.30 P. M. MONDAY. OCT. 3IST.
1921

Leaves Swan’s Islard daily except Sundays
at 5.30 A. M. for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1 30 P. M., for
Vinalhaven, N>rth Hcvcc, Stonington, and
Swan's Island.
W 8 WHITE,
General Manager

STEAMER CASTINE
will resume Winter Service on tbe
Camden, West Islesboro and Belfast
line
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1

and will run as follows, wind and
weather permitting:
Leave Camden at 8 o’clock a. m. or on
arrival of electric car from Rockland. Leave
West Islesboro at 9 10 a. m , arriving Belfast
10.10 a. m
Returning—Leave Belfast 1 30 p in for
above landings, arriving Camden ;it 3 <9 p ni
This boat makes connection at Belfast with
noon train for Bangor, also with Steamer Gold-

enrod for Castine and West Brooksville and
stAges for Searsport and ail other towns out
side of Belfast.
Come and enjoy our warm cabins. Fare $1 25
to Belfast.
COOMBS BROS., MANAGERS.... 129tf
STATE OF MAINE

COUNTY OF KNOX, 88.
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be held at Rockland,
within and for said County of Knox, on the
second Tuesday of January, A. I) 1922.
Leland F. Hawkins, of St. George, in said
County of Knox, respectfully represents and
gives this Honorable Court to be informed that
he is the lawful husband of Margaret V Haw
kins, now or formerly of Everett, in the Coun
ty of Middlesex and Commonwealth of Massa
chusetts, but whose exact whereabouts nt the
time of signing this libel are unknown to your
said libellant; that he was lawfully married
to said Margaret. V. Hawkins, whose maiden
name was Margaret V. Green, at said Rock
land .on the fourth day of June, A I) 1920.
by Rev Willard L. Pratt, an ordained minister
of the gospel, duly authorized to solemnize
marriages In said state; that they never co
habited and lived together as husband and
wife from the date of their marriage up to the
date of this libel, though your said libellant,
who was at the time of said marriage employed
at Long Cove, in said town of St George,
offered to provide a good and sufficient home
for her witii him, in said St. George, but his
said wife refused to live with him in said St.
George and left the state; that your said libel
lant lias always conducted himself towards hls
said wife as a faithful, true and affectionate
husband, but that said Margaret V. Hawkins,
I unmindful of her marriage covenants and vows,
has been guilty of cruel and abusive treatment
towards your said libellant and has been guilty
of the crime of adultery with divers persons to
your libellant known and unknown; that the
present residence of Margaret V. Hawkins is
not known to your said libellant and GUlIIOt
be ascertained by reasonable diligence; that
there is no collusion between your libellant and
the said Margaret V. Hawkins to procure u
j divorce
Wherefore he prays that the bonds of matrimonj now eZilUnff between him and his said
i wife may be dissolved by divorce and that such
further orders and decrees may be made ns
j may seem Just and right to this Honorable
I Court.
\
LELAND F HAWKINS.
| Rockland, Maine, October 20, 1921.
STATE OF MAINE
iCOUNTY OF KNOX, SS
i Subscribed and sworn to this twentieth day
j of October. J921.
Before me,
FRANK li INGRAHAM,
Justice of the Peace.
STATE OF MAINE
(L S )
KNOX. SS
I Clerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial Court, in Vaca
tion.
Rockland, October 20, A. I) 1921
Upon the foregoing Libel, Ordered, That the
Libellant give notice to said Margaret V. Haw
kins, to appear before our Supreme Judicial
Court, to be holden at Rockland, within and
for the County of Knox, on the second Tues
day of January, A I) 1.122. by puidiahing an
attested copy of said Libel, and this order
thereon, three weeks successively in the Cou
rier-Gazette, a newspaper printed in Rockland,
In our County of Knox, and In the Malden
Evening News, a newspaper printed in Malden,
in the County of Middlesex and Common
wealth of Massachusetts, the last publication
In each newspaper to be thirty days at least
prior to said second Tuesday of January, 1922,
that slip may there and then in our SAW mint
appear and show cause, if any she have, why
the prayer of said Libellant should not be
granted
(L8)
ALBERT M. SPEAR,
Justice if the Supreme Judicial Court
A true copy of the Libel and Order of Court
thereon.
Attest:
MILTON M. GRIFFIN. Clerk.
126T132

MOVING
3 Auto Trucks for moving
and long distance hauling of
all kinds.
We move you anywhere in
New England.
You save
Crating, Time and Money.
H. H. STOVER CO.
Tai. 219.

Union

St.,

ROCKLAND

120-tf

in the little booklet on Piles which
we will gladly mail with a FREE
sample of REM-OLA to any pile
sufferer. Sent in plain, sealed enve- •
lope. Ask for it today.

Special Attention to Probate Metters
17S MAIN STREET •

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

You Will Be Interested

Attorney at Law

Q. R. S. Rolls
Headquarters for
Brunswick Phono,rrph,
and Records
125lf

Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays .it 8 p m., for Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Mondays, Wednesday!
and Fridays nt 5 p m.
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 a m., Camden 5 45 a m, Bel
fast 7 15 a. m., Bucksport 9 a. m... Winterport
9.30 a m., due Bangor 10 a ni.
Leave Bangor Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat
urdays at 2 p ni, W nterport 2.45 p m.,
Bucksport 3 30 p. in., Belfast 5 p m , Camden
6 15 p in , Rockland 8 p. m., due Boston fol
lowing morning about 7 am.
MT. DESERT AND BLUE HILL LINES
Bar Harbor Line—Bluebill Line
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays .and
Saturdays at 5 a. in. for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll
and way landings
Return- Leave Bar Harbor 1 p. m., Bluehlll
12.30 p. m., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur
days for Rockland and way landings.
At Boston connection is made with the Met
ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
New York via the Cape Cod Canal.
F 8. SHERMAN. Supt
R S SHERMAN. Agt.
Rockland
Rockland
*

Oa.

MAIM STREET i i I I0CKLANB. MAINE

HENRY THAYER & CO., Inc.
Established 1847
CAMBRIDGE 39 — BOSTON, MASS.

Every Issue of The Courier-Gazette
carries the home news of Knox county
to every State In the Union and to
many foreign lands,

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 8,

Page Six

THOMASTON
The Supcr-Kiitli Vaudeville entertainment fur the benefit of the School
Building Fund, originally planned in,
connection with the County Fair last '
summer, is scheduled for Wednesday
evening, Xov. 16. The committee ini
charge say that the longer time for
preparation has enabled great itn- ,
provements to bo made on the first ;
plans. The entertainment will include I
singing, dancing and instrumental;
numbers by the* best local talent: al- ,
so a one-act play. Scterol surprise,
acts are promised.
The Epwortli League will hold a I
cooltrd food sale, next Saturday in I
Crockett’s Five and Ten Cent store.
j
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Spicer and Mr.
and Mrs. J. V. Bow- r of Portland w< re j
guests over Bunday of Mrs. Bva
Marsh.
Edward Russell and son Frank re
turned from Waterville' Saturday after
spending-a few days witli relatives.
Mrs. Whitney Bong anti daughter
Miss Fannie Bong of Tenant's Harbor
spent the weekend with Hie family of
A. B. Davis of this town.
Mrs. Lawrence Colgail of Augusta
spent the weekend in town.
Captain and Mrs. Melvin Lawry and
Mrs. Clarenoe Miller and grandson
Jra Oliver motored from Friendship
Sunday and were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Clayton Oliver.
Annual inspection of Grace Chapter
O. E. S. Wendesday evening. Xov.
by Special Deputy Beslio Amts A. Cl.
J’, of Camden. Forget-Me-Not Chap
ter O. E. S. will be the guests of
tlie evening. Supper will in- served
at 6 o’clock.
Mrs. Cara Babb of Machias is in
town called by the illness of her sis
ter. Miss Hattie Boardman.
Charles Jordan of Brunswick was
the weekend guegt of his sister, Mrs.
Charles Woodcock.
Tlie meeting of the Ladies' Aid of
the Me thodist church to be held at tlie
home of Mrs. II. G. Colo is post-1
potted until Wednesday, Nov. 14. Mrs.
Theresa Criumer and Mrs. 11. G.
C'ole hostesses. There will be an all
day session with picnic dinner at noon.
Miss Bertha Prince underwent a
successful operation ter appendicitis
at the Knox Hospital Sutiday morning.
Mayflower Temple Pythian Sis
ters will hold a special met ting Friday
evening. As there is special BuSfness
to come before the meeting a large at
tendance is desired.
George W. Edgerton died at liis
home on Knox street yesterday room
ing afte'r a brief illness. Funeral ser
vices will be held Wednesday at 2 p. in.
at the M. E. eliureli.
The meeting of tho Parent Tiaehers'
Association will be held Friday even
ing in the Congregational vestry. Miss
Anna Coughlin, principal Of Rockland
High School, will be th- speaker.
There will also be an observance of
Armistice Day.
Frank Brown, who is employed in
the Eieetric Co. in Rockland, met
with an accident last night when he
stepped from a trolley cur near the
Creek and in crossing the road slipped,
and was hit hy an auto driven by two
salesman. The occupants of the car
immediately took him tu his home on
Pleasant street. He is attended by
Drs. Hill and Kellar. Later reports
say that no bones were broken.

Dd(My$
& Evei\ii\'a
Fairy Tale

t

Dr. Mildred Tuttle
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

The Dr. Young Residence
Elm Street, Camden
Consultation Free
1:30 TO 5:00 P M.

Evenings by Appointment

CAMDEN

Mrs. 11. 8. Cole, who will be ber
guest.
Mrs Harold Hauscuin mill son Itobert of Brunswick were in town last
nick.
Mr. und Mrfl. Charles 1’. Wood bun
returned from a trip to Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Moody of Lew*
iston were weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank C. Manning. Tiny were
accompanied home Monday by his
sister, Mrs. Charles Manning, and Mrs.
F. C. Manning.
Kenneth and Shirley Hurd of Ash
Point were recent guests of their
cousin, Clifford Atkins.
Robert Itouillard of Topsham is in
town selling Fuller brushes.
Dr. Mildred Tuttle, osteopathic
phy&ickw. has opened offices in Cumtlen. in the Dr. Young residence on Elm
street. Dr. Tuttle graduated from
the American School of Osteopathy at
Kirksville. Mo., four years ago. since
which time she has been in successful
practice in Nova Scotia. Her office
hours are *.» a. m. to 12, and 1 to 5
p m., evenings by appointment.

The Ladies’ Aid of tlie Methodist
liurch will meet with Mis. Flora Bar
nard Wednesday afternoon.
Bt. Thomas Guild will meet with
Miss Annie Fletcher Wednesday after
noon.
Tlie Baptist Ladies’ Circle will meet
the eh'ureh parlors Wednesday af- j
•
OWL’S HEAD
lernoon.
The Congregational Ladies’ Circle
Mrs. Leroy Philbrook and children
will meet in the vestry Wednesday af- Ivan, Veru and Everett are guests of
tern oon.
Mrs. Alice Philbrook and visiting the
As part of tlie national program to : old neighbors here. We would like to
pread knowledge concerning cancer, a have seen son George too.
cture for ladies only w ill be given at! The scallop fishermen are dis
the Congregational vestry Wednesday couraged, what with bad weather and
4 p. in. One for gentlemen will be low prices.
Ivin later.
Nelson Mullin of North Haven is the j
Great Things.
guest of his niece. Mrs. Lincoln Young.
Mr and Mrs. J. B.’Mulliu of Lincoln-: The gravest events dawn with no
more noise than the morning Btar
ille were guests there Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Aehorn returned ! makes in rising. All great develop
•idav from a visit with their daqgh- j ments complete themselves in the
ter, Mrs. Arnold Leighton in Hyde i world, aud modestly wait lu silence,
ark. Mass.
praising themselves never, and anMrs. Marietta Carter of Lincolnville
was a weekend guest of Mr. and >lrj. . uouncirig themselves not at all. We
must be sensitive, aud sensible, if we
Wallace Easton
Mrs? John J. Paul has returned from! would see the beginnings and endings
visit in Brewer, accompanied by j of great things.—Beecher.

MARTINSVILLE
The supper and entertainment under
tho ausulcea of tltc Ladies’ Circle will
bt given at Ocean View Gang-- hall on
Friday evening Nov 11. Supper to be
served at 5 p. m. If stormy it will be
postponed to Saturday evening. The
proceeds are to be used tow ai ds t he
payment of Hie community piano
This is an object in which all should
be interested and it is hoped that cacti
eno will tnakc a special effort to be
present and help the good cause along.
Those who have charge of ihe aftair
arei working hard to make it a success
G. K. Marshall of West Somerville
Mass., was a weekend guest at J. W.
Hupper's. Everyone is always glad to
see “Kib.”
A line time was reported from th<
social given by the pupils of Mr
Bryant, which was held at tlie High
School building on Friday evening.
Harold Hupper motored to Port
land on Wednesday and was accom
panied by John Henderson and Mrs
Irene Clark of Glenmere, who will
spend the winter in Portland with Mr,
and Mrs. Winfield Hooper.

GLENMERE
Mrs. Byron Davis, Mrs. Eugene
Smith, Mrs. I’. A. Wiley and Miss
Edith Harris attended the sewing
circle last week at Martinsville which
met with Mrs. W. M. Harris.'
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Davis of Port
land are here for a few days visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. V inslow
Watt.
Rev. and Mrs. llovvcs attended tlie
quarterly nesting at Appleton las
v.eek.
John Henderson and sister Mrs,
Irene Clark left for Portland last week
’'.where they will-kpend the winter with
their niece, Mrs. Winfield Hooper.
Eugene H. Smith has bought the
place of the late Hiram Russell and
after some repairs will occupy it.
Mies Maud McLellan,culled on Miss
Edith Harris last week.
Miss Doris Harris and Norman Situ
jnonsof Friendship were callers on her
parents. Mr .and Mrs. Frank Harris
last Sunday week.
Miss Rosa Tcele hud callers from
Thomaston last week.
Frank Harris lias employment a
Tenant’s Harbor.
C II. Wiley, F. A. Wiley and Eugcn
Smith are doing mason work at Cusli
ing.

Boost Your Booster!
Every one loves a booster, but every one is
not always ready to boost for his booster.
The booster is supposed to boost because he
likes to do it—and in a great measure that is so.
The greatest booster in history, however—
the home town paper—must combine with the
natural liking for the boosting game, the re
wards the simplest rules of business requires
for the continuance of the boosting spirit.
The editor of your home town paper likes to
be appreciated just as you like to be appre
ciated.
And how better may your appreciation be ex
pressed than by the amount of money that goes
through his cash register?
Every one in this town and community will
have an opportunity to show appreciation for
the home town paper during the week of No
vember 7-12, which will be observed in every
state in the Union as

M Subscribe for Your Home Town Paper Week "

Your photograph will solve the
roblem “What shall I give this
ihristmss?"
Of course you will have your picura taken this year. Yourself—
just as you are" speaking from the
ortrait—what better gift; what
otter time? fiven today is not too
arty to arrange for a sitting. Later
hundred and one things may interwe if you put it off. There’s no
ift like a portrait—nothing so per»nal and so sure to please. Sittings
vade Sundays and evenings by ap
ointment. I am equipped with
iastmaii'a latest, apparatus for
taking photographs at night. Equal
» daylight.

PILLSBURY STUDIO
PHONE 33-11 .

THE DIARY OF A BUSY
WOMAN IN 1923

MBODfB COLDKI
AtRertiSHovritH in this toiiirou net tu cxetvj
llifev lines Inserted once for'25 cents; 3 tiiui«
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents ouch for
out* time, 1U cents 3 times. Six words make
a line.

Wanted
WANTEO—Settees, in -mull ut
Jut
Inquire at the ARCADE, Rockland, or telepljvtie
191-1
132-131 ‘
WANTED A cuniiN-U'iil Lou^iuhmI
MJIS
F .1 BICKNELL, 12 Knox Street, telephone
578 \Y
.
' 132-131
WAN TED H RE M KN A \ 1? Il R A K E N f K 4t.
i giruur S15u. later ?25n monthly; i xpt re uvo

FRIDAY:— Tomorrow l must taka
a trip to Boston. How 1 dread it!
utirn ecssar.' (WiV’li i« sitiori ?) WTRc. RAULost and Found.
There is absolutely no place 1 can
WAV «Tir«’ Coiirlcr <i«zett«
rYHiMi
<5y MARY
OCHA'S
BONNER
WANTED
—
MAN' to ^11 .seofis in «uel^fount
LOST
Monday
night,
at
Knights
of
(
olumstav
with
any
degree
of
privacy.
A
. COtvtiCHl It VttTN* NIViPVU «■
hus hall, man's hat. size
swauped by mis
good paying pusltiun fur a inau
—
hotel seems too forbidding Besides it’s take. Mill whoever got it please return to itti tannine Experience nut nvees^r.' J-ui
TBI’IIEN BRACLT, 74 Mechanic St.
hoiivstk and iadiwtr> arc.
Meudx
so
noisy
and
public.
Wish
1
knew
ot
BUG AND BEETLE.
13D133
OBH OF. Franklin. .Muf*.
l
somewhere 1 could have a nice quiet
LOST B etwern YY’vol worth’s and waiting
WANTED—Man around 45 tu look after upv
’Good day, Mr. Beetle,” said Mr. Bug. room, opportunity for a little gym room. pocket book containing small sum ot bublriess in this territorx. Easx worfc. per
13J*133
manent position, pleasant uccut»aUuo all \u»r
"flood day, Mr. Bug” answered Mr. work, an interesting lecture, perhaps, Honey Leave at THIS OFFICE.
Big salaries paid every week to repLOST-Thursday night in vicinity of South round
Beetle. <•’
and last, but not least, moot some uew
A letter to tlie OAKLAND Xl’K
Main $t., ydlow straight haired female kitten resentatives.
SKR1KS
will bring particulars.
MaiiHie.sUi.
“I have some women. I get so stale here with the •vith tiger stripes. Tel.
131-133
inn.
J3t»*l32v
thing vary funny same people. 1 do wish I could meet
LOST -Hamilton watch B. J*. O. E. fob. 1{< •
WANTED—Boarders; and' rtxuus to let, furto tell you,” said strangers and get some new ideas. I .vard. R. K BOWMAN, 6 Elm St. I’cl'. 7SO, uislted
or unfurnished: bath room and electric
-131 i;:t
Mr. Bug.
llghh. MIMS. DANIEL IHMIKKT^. 17 Enuc
to get an early start.
Street.
J 30-132
LOST
—
Pure
White
Terrier
with
short
tail
1
,
“Do tell It to
SATURDAY:— Aboard the train
p of nose black. Reward if returned t«» 82
WANTED--Position as pooKkecper and grn
me,”
said
Mr. —-I’ve just heard the most Interest1 MMER STREET.
130-132
rat otWce work or sales girl. Can give n<eTerices.
I29tf
4l'a 7?61.' Lin8 news- Been talking wttli a triend
you bfive finished who tells me that there's a new wo
WANTED Ha^am Hr Twigs.
i'anner's
Miscellaneous
f.inil' aii.l ehildrrii ran i-urn inuaev <'titljs4
telling me the man's organisation in the heart of
Sttady work. Write P VL
NEW BLACKSMITH at 639 Main Si recti fir twigs fur ufunny thlug you Boston to which she belongs. She says
AM FIR I’ll. VVon-rstcr. Mass.
llioeing at low prices. C. A TOMER
speak of, I want 1 tbetr slogan is. "Everything for
132*131
WANTED All kinds ol antique funrilur.,
to tell j ou of an 1 Everywoman.” It certainly sounds
XMAS SUGGESTIONS A gin
jtar'I llina and hooked rugs. Cash (raid ll M.
BLAKE'S
WALL J'AEEti STUUE. GC2 .Main
ubsrripliitti tu a magazine brings guoil chert
experience I had
121-lf
hmughuut tlie year Thirty ,.f the tmst niag-t Street
this morning."
zines tu choose from: sample shush on ru
WANTED—SS Fhasu cats ami kittens, Msl,
in-•
Write or tcleiiln.iir fur etreaiars snd
"I'll be glad to
rl.... III. ::i :t
FltKl> E. HIKPKS.-'•<« and female. Highest prices paid. .JOHN «
itAM ETT. Rockrllle, Me TeL 3S2-M. Hit
hear lu” said Mr.
It] I'uUhlf Goad. Ruukland. VI,I:i2*t‘.:l
Bug. “Well, the
SPEAR'S CIDER MILL al We:l Warren w111
For Sale
lose Saturday, \-n. IP.
132*131
•I Want to Tell funny thing 1 have
to tell you Is!
FOR SALE 1921
Touring Car. In first
BRASS FOUNDRY -W. I’. MacMillan has
You.’
lass condition: two new rord tires. A F
pemd hl. nun Brass Foiiadry on Ituhlnsuil
about a person.
132*p:4
ft., at South End where ho will do all kinds WTRNKR, 3HH Broadway.
I was crawling along quite happily,
T Brass Work.
]3V*135 ,
FOR SALE Horst nine years old: weight
enjoying the sunshine, when I walked
50(i pounds. E. T. HASKELL Ash Pohjt
80-ACRE 'WINTER COMFORT" FARM Win,
152*131
up a person's skirt and crawled on up
0 Poultry, 4 Cows and Heifers pig. implc- Road Tel 375 15,
lenU,
vehicles,
thols,
12
tons
hay,
5
cordd
to tills person's shoulder.
FOR SALE Horse, l»» years old; weight
Aood, potatoes, appb s, beans, vegetables throwp 155n; nice worker single or double
J. A
“The person was a nice lady. 1
tiirhing farming coniniuuit>. only 2 milts EMMONS. 156 Old ( ouuty Road.
13g-t»
R. town, markets, all advantages: product
(bought, and I fancied tliat she would
tillage; brot»k and spring-wav r«d
FOR SALE—Hard and soft fitted wood,-pln<’
be much pleased at having me call
turn: abundance wood, limber; 45 apple
nd Spruce lumber; also De Lav cl • ScpUfalor
revs,
|wars.
plums,
cherries,
grttpea;
attractE L. FASKETT. West Meadow Road. Tel 21,5 12.
upon her and having me act in such ■
6-room cottage, close riv»?r; 2 good t»aflis,
_________________________ _________ i:ft-T3»
a friendly fashion.
»ou I try bouse. Owner unable operate, $23<Ht
FOR SALE—R. I Reds and Plymouth '(tvek
ik s all. part cash, easy terms. Here tint!
“But to my surprise, what should
pullets. MISS HARDING. 123 Cedar RL *'
ood hntiiiie. security
Come at on«c Cata
she do but sereara when X got up to
132*131
•gut lrw I 8 PERKINS, Wlscasj^t, Me
132-IT
beg shoulder!
e ,
FOR SALE -Reo truck 2506 Ib.eapacRy;. alfi<>
“It seemed she had not noti<-ed me
NOTICE This is To notify all persons that Ford truck, chain drive; new engine; $25h132-1J1
y wife, Josie L. Curtis lias bit my bed and II 11. STOY F.R CO . Tel. 219
before that. And when she did notice
rard without just cause, as I lorbld all per
FOR
SALE
—
APPLES
—
A
lot
ol
apples
in the
tue, instead of speaking to me and tell-'
ms harboring or ‘rusting her after this date,
•ellar, including Tolmati Sweets, RahJwiib,
s I dull pay no bills FRANCIS A •’( RTIh Bellflowers, Spys. Kings; ail hand picked.
ing me she was glad to see me, she
tocklatvi, Oct 27. 1821.
129*135
.MISS HARDING. 123 Cedar Street.
132*134
screamed and screamed.
LADIES-—Reliable stock of bair foods at th*
FOR SALE Breeding Cockerels. Royal Who
’* 'There Is a horrid bug on me,' she
tocklaod Bair Store. 338 Mala St Mall or
Hawkins strain; R. A 8. C. R 1
»rg elicited HELEN C RHODES
lt-tf ltedsP-. $3Rocks.
screamed, and then she shook herself
and ?5; 12 B. P Rin k pulley $21.
12 R. I Red pullets $2 xach ; 1*2 pairs Homing
aud tried to shake me off. Gracious.
FOR
SALE-Boots,
Shoes,
Clothing,
Dishea,
DR. BLANCHE A. DENIG
luaical
Instruveata,
Furniture.
Carpets, pigeons 59 per pair. W. A. SHIBLES, Roclf1 didn't want to stay when she acted
President of The Durant
J32*13»
<rpcts, Quilts, Stoves, Etc. C. T. IUIACG purt. Me. Beech Street.
like this, but It made me quite nervous'
10 Main Street. Rocklnnd
125t<
FOR SALS-Horse and wagon. C. A TOWund 1 didn't know « hat to do.
fine. I shall look it up this afternoon.
132*lt
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office and ERR. 03H Main Street
(imine at} let If you already have a plate
”1 hadn't Intended to hurt her. most This woman told mo that there worn
SALE New milch Cl»w and calf. M
ring R iu and let us print you card* in later L. FOR
MERRIAM 1 ultra Mt
131-133
certainly not! And I was surprised, furnished rooms for transients, a
re THE COCRIKR-GAXKTTK
<-if
und hurt at such treatment.
splendidly
equipped
gymnasium,
FOR SALE—CAKHAAC Tw »' tons ff nhc
cabbage. One single driving Rarpess. two'stm
"I thought she would say:
shower baths, electric bafhs, tennis
To Let
double harness; two cheap riding lutrntws;
out single work harness; dozen horse cellars,
“ ‘Dear little bug. how nice of you courts, bowling alleys, and a wonderTO LtT—Booms, heat, lights, bath Tel sizes’17 to 22 Inches C. E SMITH, YVash‘Pa
(•» be so friendly and how pleasant j -'ul swimming pool. Sounds like a lit11*5. CAMDEN. ME
132»lt
ton.
::it*i3f
to have you as a caller.’
He bit of Heaven come down to earth,
TO LET Barn for garage. 6S GRACE ST.
FOR SALE Baby Carriage. In godd eoudl“But she didn't say anything of the doesn't it? She gaTe me a guest card, Tel. 118 K
I32tf
tkra. 21 ROC KLAND ST. Tel Slfl.
l5l*J35
sort. She simply screamed, as 1 said.. 1 oan hardly wait until 1 get there. It
TO LET - Furnished fiat at »V Broad St.
FOR SALE 25 ft t»ower Iraki with 5 h p.
lei 163-12.
13l»tf
Hubbard motor. Price low. Nl. J. .MALONEY',
and she called to sevpral of her: teems almost too good to bo true,
South Cushit g. Maine.
131*133
TO LET 4 rooms for light housckveplng.
friends who were nearby and she said: SATURDAY:—Afternoon—I
hare
vlth modem conveniences. Apply at this ofFOR SALE—Brass bed. folding couch, two’’ ’Oh, do get that horrid bug oft received the pleasantest surprise of Ice.
12btf
burnt r oil cooking stove, oil heater, kttebeu
tabic, t all at 52 SI MMER STREET
me!’ Wasn’t that rude of her’”
my life. I am now comfortably instal
TO LET—ROOMS—Clean, Comfortable, St«. in
139*132
leated Rooms, .5«». .75, 51.06 per day; $3.00
led in a coxy room at The Durant
“Very rude,” agreed the Beetle.
$8 00 I>er week at the LINDSEY HOCRE.
FOR SALE Ford Totiring Car. ruodfel 1921.
After
leaving
the
train
1
was
a
bit
“Everyone rushed to her und tried
•
127»32
4IIU
umiiii,
rv
>■
, u,
lights and
starter,
slitM^t
absorbers^
accob
FLYB’S GARAQEg YV. YY. Harrison
crator
to get hold of me. 1 scrambled off bs loubtful about coming here. It seemTO LET—Ret of offices over Cobb’s, Inc
salesuia
nan.
130*152
best I could and then some one else -d incredible that such a place could dcely flnisbed. large vault, heater Included
reasonable. L. F. CHASE, 45 Middle St.
FOR SALE Set of sccund-haTid wlwte’AV’Rh
sxlst. Then too, I wondered haw a Celmis885-2
said:
123-tf
axles and pole, flrsl-chtss eotidjtion,. 9UH^>lc
for 2-horse wagbn. MANSON & NYE. iio
“ ’The bug bas gone now, dear.’ Of Perfect stranger would be accepted
TO LET—Large furuiafcea apartment, G rooms Main St., Tel. 585-J. .
13W3?
course, that person didn't say ‘dear’ ' knew no one at Tho Durant and
ery convenience, on Postoflleu Equaro, $45
FOR
SALE
Good
husine-a.'
opening
lu Rwk •
\ORIEL
(MKD
Tel.
85
121
‘
tf
to me, but to the person I had gone 'lttd no idea how to introduce myself
land the shop and equipment of Frank Jopst
TO LET—Somebody is needirg a bouse oi situated In the Ames building at tho. foot ot
to call on. And then the person I bad ’fher th3n to Just walk in with a
• Mas Advertise yours In this column snd Warren street, fitted with machinery and power
gone to call on said:
Here I am” look. Like Caesar “I
ou’ll get an apphcAtiou hnmediaUlv
S-tf
for all kinds of wood work- . Also all the luu*
•‘•Oh, that is-good. Dear me, but :ame' ’
1 eowluered.” It was
and manufa-tured goodw lu the shop. ’Ap
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves bet
ply at 22 TRINITY STREET?- u13S-132
X wna frightened. What a scare 1 ,a8Y after 1 started. I taxied to The
nd musical instruments or anything that re
:ulres a dry, doan room. Terms reasonaM«
FOR SALE—TURMIPS ExcepthmaIlyTf
’good.
l,a<jDurant. Immediately I was greeted
R. TLYK. 221 Main Rl. Rnrkitm) Sfttf
JOHN SPEAR. South Warrerr vn the Stahl
“Well, I was angry at first. 1
a pleaaant faced woman who told
Road T.-l Warren 175-23..
136*132
thought it was a dreadful way to ber ne she wae the hostess She made
FOR SALE—Another 192o Ford Tuurlng Cur
STATE OF MAINE
in good shape; also 1 double runner uung. .2
treated, but when I thought It over'
•* home right away. I learned
sleighs
and a rlngle runner pung at bargain
ouuty of Knox, ss.
I decided that It was very funny.
hat seTer*1 women I know belong to
P L HAVENER., phone 22d-M or 695-5. 129tf
A this organisation. She is going to try fo the Honorable Justice of the Supreme Ju
"Fancy being frightened of me!
dicial Court, next io be held at Rockland,
PIPE, FITTINGS AND VALVES YV« have
: to get in touch with them for me. Now
within and for said Count}, on tho second a large stock from 5u fo 6 inches It will Fiy
little bit of a creature as I am!
Tuesday
of
January,
1322
you to enquire- here before buying daewbvre.
t
t v. T wast unpack. I'm jo glad that I
Florence A. Jvhnson of Matinicus In the LIVINGSTON MFG CO.. Lime Street, City.
“She was so much much much big ^ought that ,.,k dress fQr , know n,
ouuty of Knox, and State of Maine, wife
127tf
ger than I was, and I should have:
d Ju
3|moat
m)n<J
lolin Alex Johnson, whose residence is unknown
IRON and STEEL We nave a largo, stock of
thought that if anyone was going to I hpre s<>veral
g ,t.g go
after
nd cannot be ascertained by reasonable dll
geticc; respectfully represents: that her maiden Norway and R timd Iron. Auglc Iron, T Iron,
be frightened I would have been the ny carps at hQme Rul ,
ame was Florence A. Simmons, that she was Tool Steel. Cold Rolkd and Machine Steel, eh .
one and not tl.e lady.
pack And , mu8l
a warce,
iwtull} married to tlie said John Alex Jolm- at reasonable prices. L1M.NGSTON MFG. INI,
Lliue Street, City.
I2»lf
' iii at Cambridgt. CoramonWealth of Massa
“But It did strike me as lunny aftci i manicure. Juat think. I ran get
•husetts on the 27th day of September. IbOO
STILS0N WRENCHES YVe are selling StiJ
hat they Hved together as husband and wife ■von Wrenches and Repair Farts at Itcw low
I had thought about it—very futiuy '.hem right here in this very building
it said Cambridge from the time of their said prices. LIYJNGSTON MFL. CO Lime StrwL
to think of a great big person being A'on't have to bother getting all uarrlagu until Mar-h, lbul; that your libelant City
I27tf
ias resided continuous!} in good faith at Ma
afraid of a little bit of a liarmlesr ' dressed up to go out.
itdrus in said Kinix County since 1913, being
FOR
SALE
—
Strip
of
land
running
from
th«
bug!”
than one year prior to the commencement town road to Georges river. Beautiful locsSATURDAY:—Just before dinner— uorc
f these proceedings; that - your libelant has lon for summer cottage. Boating, fishing and
“That was funny,” agreed Mr. Bee I f've had the nicest hath, marcel and
Inqulrn MIBB EVA K
ilways conducted herself towards her said •athing facilities.
tle.
IKf
manicure. I don’t feel like the same lusband as a faithful, true and affectionate TO1RKY, Tenant's Harbor
vife; that in March, lh«»l, the said John Alex
“Well.” Mr. Beetle continued, “1 lnus9W,
who
off
FOR SALE—Two five pasaengur cars, The*v,
lohnson utterly deserted -your libelaut with
Urea.
was going to tell you of my expert-: , was abI,
preM my dreM tw) for
ut cause and Went to parts unknown to her, and lu pert ect running coudiUou. Good
Wl»tf
« nc: which time she has never seen or heard P. D. STARRETT. Warren. Me
cnee. I was sitting by a tennis court .hey bave
m<Jgt remartaWe selz
corn him, or received from him any support
FOR SALF—Aux. sloop trait In damaged can
and some people came out to PtoJ: SBrrlce room-* huge room where
hat said utter desertion has continued for illtlou caused by fire, a good buy for AID wM
hrec
consecutive
years
prior
to
the
filing
of
can
repair boat himself himself. Inquire A. D
*ennl!'
1 one may go to shampoo her hair,
his libel That his residence is unknown to BIRD CO 4 Camden Bt.. BockUnd. Me.
I wish you could have /een them pre8g a gown or suit, change from
our libellant and cannot be ascertained by
oasonable diligence, that there is no collusion
hurry this way and that!
They afternoon t0 evening clothes or do
FOR SALE—The Nelson rent nt
•etwe«n your libelant and the said John Alex
chased balls anti the sun was very anj, of q,8 hundred and one things fdhnson to obtain a divorce.
25 acres and € acres of young growth;
of
Wood. Splendid situation for I
Wherefore
she
prays
that
a
divorce
may
be
warm, too. They, didn’t seem to mind I ,ha( a w01Ban feols ghe mugt do to
lecreed between her and the said John Alex home. Address DICKEY-KNOWLTON
how hot it was. but they went on | be dregged t0 her
mUstoctkm. Johnson
ant.
Me
for tho cause above ect forth
chasing and going after those balls I Now
go|ng to dlnBer After d,n.
FLORENCE A JOHNSON
FM SALE—Liug tail fitted bud wool, fitted
mill wood, hard wood llmbe, and flrmlaea i
and knocking them across a net.
aer ,.m going
a 1(Jcture on
STATE OF MAINE
letWered. T J. CARROLL, reald
November 7, 1921
Warreu; r. O Thumaalon
Tai
“There I sat on the aide of the ten-. 4 subject that. I’ve always been In KNOX, SS
Personally appeared the above named Flor
ti ie court. Ouca.1 thought I would see terested in but never had time to fol ‘bee A. Johnson, and made oath that the above rtUMI
FOR 8ALE—50 hi*h bred It I Red ooekeralJ :
lb<d by her subscribed is true.
what the game
low.
price 11.50,
>8.80 per bird; 6
Before me,
was like so I
months
old. C. £ WARD. South Shomaatoo,
EDWARD
K.
GOVLD.
SATURDAY:—Evening—A wond
Me
went out on the
Justice of the Peace
ful day. It's been ao fine In fact that
court and began
STATE OF MAINE
I’ve neglected most of my errands. It
to crawl around
8S.
.vas time well spent, howeverf for I IfCNOX.
’
lerk
’
s
Office:
Supreme Judicial Court, iu
in a hurry. But
Vacation.
feel more rested tonight than I bave
they didn't care
Rockland.
Nov. 7. A. I» 1921.
(for ages. The best of it all la.that
T’pou t4ic foregoing Libel. Ordwd„ Tliat the
to have me enjoy
■iot once have I bad to leave the Libellant ghc notice to said John Alex John
GIRLS AND YOUNG
the game.
to appear before our Supremo Judicial
building. I’ve had all kinds of per ‘tton
’ourt, to be holtien at Rockland, within and
WOMEN
“I will say,
sonal attention and entertainment i or tlie County Of Knox, on the. second Tues
Wm. Knowlton A Sons, Mfrs., w«nt
though, that no
of January, A D 1922, by publishiiig an
right under this very roof. I’m off to •'ay
girl* to learn to sew and trim tadiaa’
ttested copy of said Libel, and this order there
one stepped on
bed now for I’ve got a full day ahead m, three weeks successively in The Courier
and children's hat* at their pldnt*
me, for if anyone
Ua/ette,
a
uewsp.ipcr
printed
lu
Rockland,
in
tomorrow. There are many places I mid County of Knox, the last publication to be
in West Upton, Mass. Goad pay
had I wouldn't be
and excellent opportunity for am
want to visit and I’m to have a com hlrty days at least prior to said second Tues
telling you this
bitious girl*. For further informa
panion. It's so delightful. One of day of January next. !hat he may there and
story now.
hen in our said court appear and show oause
tion communicate at one* with
the
ladies
I
talked
with
last
night
f
any
he
have,
why
the
prayer
of
aaid-Libel
“One person
knows all the unusual places ot Inter lant should not be granted.
PERCY A. CLARKE ' '
put me against
A M. SPEAR.
est
in Boston—places that the sight
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.
427 Main Street - - - ROCKLAND
one side of the
A true copy of the Libel and Or/ier of the
seer misses. She's offered to take me
court and there I ••She Scraamtd.”
Court thereon.
to
see
them
tomorrow
afternoon.
ILS.)
staved for there I
.
, . _
Attest;
MILTON M. GRI>TIX, Clerk
was safe, and I had found out that if shal> ha’e 10 wire home a0*1 teU them
.• L WT136
. - • a •-..rt-^<'.*. G.“-1
I had stayed on the tennis court they not to expect me for several days,
might have stepped on me when they; SUNDAY:—Jost finished tha most
were looking at those balls.
wonderful walk about Boaton. Cor
“They wouldn’t have paid any at- tainly there's nothing like having i
tentiou to me then 1
guide who knows where to go. I’vw
"But I watched the game and I saw made up my mind to join The Durant
how they played the game. So it' I To think that the fee for l^e member' ever feel like a gome of tennis with ship in such a glorious organization
I another beetle I will know the rules is only one buudred dollara: and had
COULDN’T TRU8T HERSELF
of tlie game. I don’t suppose I will I joined In 1921 It would only have
"Msrgsrat, where It yeur little
•leterf”
ever want to pt?y tennis, but it Is been fifty dollars. It seems nnbeliev"I Just hurried away tram her,
well to know all one can.
able. It's one of the best investments
mother, ’cause I felt aura I waa
“And It was quite an experience to ■ i’v»over made I know I shall never
Soln’ ta lata «ty temperature."
wai'.li a tennis game anti to see Just egret It.
bow growti-ups act When they play!1

W-tf.

WANTED

Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.
THOMASTON, ME.

Every-Other-Day

1921.

Gambler’s Chance Buying without teeing h like depending upon luck. If you get
what you think you'll get, you win. If you don't, you lose.
Picture* and descriptions ia catalogs, no matter how faithfully
executed, cannot teH you the exact quality of the article. You
must tee it to know its real merits.
If your local dealer were to sell you on the tame plane ns the
mail order house and you found the quality just a little below
your expectations, you would make him replace the article with
something better. But buying blindly you usually take what
you get and hope for better luck next time.

Why not he fair with your local merchants and help them to
provide you with honest quality at right prices? Your undivided
patronage will enable them to improve their stocks.

TRADE AT HOME
Support the To&n thatSupportsYou

Q Rent

Washington Irvlntfs Love.
Washington Irving wgs the young
est of 11 children. Be yrag betrothed
to Matilda Hoffman, daughter of a
prominent lawyer, in whose office Irv
ing had finished his legal studies. Her
death. In l®0G;fwns the great afflic
tion of his life.

Every lssua of The. Courior-Oazette
carries tho home news of Knox county
to ovary State In the Union and te
many foreign t»Mg.
_ ________

GIFTS THAT LAST,

LUCKY

Ha?

W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMP8 and
8UPPLIE8
THOMASTON. MAINE
Tu&Stf

girl;

Fine

honeymoon, *h T
Bride: Yeel
I’m coming here
every time.

your room
through a “Rooms For
Rent” ad and keep the
disfiguring placard out
of your front window,
fl The newspaper ad ii
dignified, sends you
numerous applicants
from which to choose,
land does not detract
from the exclusiveness

of your home.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 8,

Every-Other-Day

InSocialCircles
to tddltlon to personal not** recording depaoures and arrival*, this depaVUhen1 esperlally 'desire* Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall 01
telephone trill bo gladly received.
TELEPHONE ......................... . ................ 77*
The Universalist ladle* are Invited
to meet with Mrs. Lydia Gregory. 97
Union street Friday afternoon to sew
top the fair.

Ruth, little daughter of Sumner
Terry, celebrated her seventh birthday
Saturday by entertainlhg 18 of her
little friends at her home 20 Cam
den street from 2 until 4. The little
f.tlhs had a JoHy good time playing
games, etc. The rooms were taste
fully decorated and dainty refresh*
merits were served.

Dr. Mildred Tuttle, osteopathic phy
sician, who has been at her Rockland
home for awhile, has taken offices In
Camden where she will practice her
profession, succeeding to the Drs, Manhart
Miss Helen M. Fogler of Boston was
the guest last week of Dr. and Mrs.
JT. L. Richards. She returned yester
day.

Mrs. L. B. Crandlemere, who ha$
hern visiting Miss Anhie Hahn, hasl
returned io her home In Belfast.

Mrs. Ahble Healy left this morning
for New Haven and New York. Where
ehe will make a three weeks' visit.
The Ladles' Aid of the Methodist
church will meet in the church parlors
Wednesday afternoon. A business meet
ing will be held at 5 o'clock. Picnic
supper at 6.

Mrs. Charles Kalloch Of Wiley's Cor
ner has been the weekend guest of her
plster, Mrs. Fred Covel, Broad street.

, Mr. and Mrs. Fred D. Hamilton o
Beverly. Mass., ara spending a few
.weeks In the city, guests of Dr. and
■Mrs. J. A. Rlchan. Mr. Hamilton is
doing insurance mapping.
N. L. Witham Was pleasantly sur
prised at his home Saturday evening,
the occasion being his birthday. He
was the recipient of many pretty gifts,
among them being a birthday cake
'with (?) candles. Whist was played
during the evening, prizes being won
hy Mrs. Elmer Witham. Earle Brew
ster, Mrs. Edwin Witham and LeRoy
McConchie. The consolation prizes
fell to Ellen Rackliffe and Edwin
Witham.
After cards a delicious
lunch was served.

Misses Ada and Alena Young have
returned from a visit with their sister,
Mrs. Leonard H. Rhodes In Brookline,
Mass.

SIMONTON’S

POOR LITTLE BUTTERFLY

SIMONTON’S

> fW UOW

The Congrrg*lonsl supper at the
vestry tomorrow evening will be in
charge Of these ladies:
Mrs. A. C.
Hahn, Mrs. J. F. Cooper. Mrs. J. O.
Ftevens, Mrs. Annie Blacklngton. Mrs.
.1. E. Stevens, Miss Alena Young, Miss
Ktfa O'Brien. Mrs. Henry Chatto, Mrs.
Frederick Powers.
i. •
___
A special meeting of the Methebesec
Club has been called for Thursday
•'afternoon, at 2.80, to act on applica
tions for membership of two ladles
who are anxious to get the benefit of
tbe next regular meeting Of the club.
Members are requested to be present
(it the home of Mrs. Mary Cooper, 15C
Limerock street.

Mrs. J. Hiram Brewster of Woo.-lfords Is in the city visiting her daugh
ter. Miss Eleanor Brewster, who is a
teacher in the High School nnd her
cousin, Mrs- Willis Snow.
Oliver Hamlin has returned from VInalbaven. where he spent a few days
with friends. The ex-football star is
said to have found the granite island
a fascinating place.

The World Wide Guild will meet
with Mrs. Maurice Snow. Mechanic
street, Thursday night at 8 o'clock,
with picnic supper. Work meeting will
follow, with Mary McClosky in charge.

Mrs. II. E. Mendell has closed her
summer home at Ingraham Hill, and
left today for New York, where she
will spend the winter, with apartments
at Hotel St. George.

Edwin Libby Belief Corps will he
Inspected Thursday evening by Mrs.
1 Kittle Cole of Auburn, who holds the
office of State Inspector. Circle supper
will be served, with Mrs. Irene Wins
low. Mrs. Lizzie Mills, Mrs. Jennie
Stewart and Mrs. Edw. Thornton as
housekeepers.

i . At the Congregational vestry Satur
day the Congregational women held a
. rummage sale which netted about $85.
. The ladles in charge were: Mrs. H. A.
Buffum, Mrs. F. R. Spear, Mrs. C. M.
Kalloch, Mrs. A. II. Jones and Mrs.
W. S. Rounds. They were assisted
by Mrs. Lizzie Hahn and Mrs. John 1.
;• Snow.
The Methebesec Club held its sec
ond meeting of the season at tho home
of Mrs. Winifred Simmons, Masonic
• street, transacting much business of
' importance. Two members were voted
in at this meeting and the application
of two others were redMved for con' eideratlon. The club Is to study
i France for the next two years and the
first paper. “Early France up to and
through the time of Charlemagne,1
was given by Mrs. Mary Cooper. The
leader for the topics waa Mrs. Ruth
Ellingwood, Mrs. Ava Jackson speak
, ing on “The Rise of Feudalism:” Mrs
Louise Ingraham, “Influence and State
ef Chuneht” Mrs. Ada Blacklngton,
•‘Literature ol the Period,” The next
meeting Will be held with Mrs. Hester
Chase, Nov. 18. The paper will be
"The first four Capetians" and will be
read by Miss Caroline M. Stanley.
The leader will be Mrs. Ada Black
ington. Any woman In good standing
desiring to take up this line of club
work Is eligible to apply for member
ship to this club, and such women arc
always cordially
welcomed.
The
router of the club for the past 25 years
shows the names of many of Rockland's
most prominent women, past und
present, and they propose to maintain
'that standard In. the next quarter
cenury.
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Blanket Week
Another case of those Famous Blankets just received.
They feel like wool, they look like wool, 'white, grey,
tan, blue, pink, black, borders, 66x80. Price same
as before...................................................................... $2.95

HER WINGS BRUISED*
n’Z////ZZZ#Z/#ZZZJ

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND
THURSDAY—THIS WEEK

2:00 and 7.30
o’clock

One Moment like this has
meant years otpain and sor
row in Millions of Homes

All sizes Cotton Blankets, all sizes wool finish Blankets.
All sizes Wool Blankets. All sizes Plaid Blankejs.

I •

MAYBE IN YOURS

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY THIS WEEK
Flags, Flag Poles, Flag Pole Holders for “Armistice” Day

STUDY THIS SCENE

Batting at....................................... 15c, 19c, 22c, 25c, 29c

If Mothers Could Only Know—

Our fall stock of Bed Comforters is now complete
Bunk Comforters at $1.95; others at $2.50, $2.95, $3,50
Our Leader—Medium Colored Bed Comforters, 72x78,
filled with 100% new cotton filling, pretty persian de
signs in challie covering.............................................. $3.95
Dainty Bed Puffs at............ $5.50, $5.95, $7.50, $8.95
Home made Comforters, extra large and heavy ....
................................................. $5,00, $5.95 up to $10.00
Comforters made to order this week at the special
price of.............................................................................. $4.50

If Daughters Could Understand the reasons

Big selection of Comforter Materials.
Batting at.................................................. 19c, 22c, 25c, 29c
Two pound Quilted Batts, open up 72x90 .......... $1.00
Three pound Snow White Home Batts................. $1.25

Another case of 36 in. Bungalow Cretons at............ 25c
Another case of 36 in. Challies at............................. 20c
Dainty patterns of Silkolenes, Sateens, Percales, etc.

CARPET ANNEX
Large shipment of Couch Covers just received direct
from the mill, bought at a big discount from regular
prices. We shall pass this price reduction on to you—
Complete range of prices......................... $1.98 to $1 5.00
Special Couch Cover,
$5.00
Heavy Tapestry Cover, Oriental Patterns, durable,
good size, pretty color combinations

Rug Sale still in progress—Tapestry Brussells Art

9x12, sold last year at this time for $42.50; now $24.50
8-3x10-6 sold last year this time $38.50; now $22.50

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sarkci- of Prov
idence were guests of Mr. Sucker's
mother at Tha Meadows Sunday. They
motored here in thplr new car, le ving
Providence Saturday night at ti 30
; o'clock.
. ■ A
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MICKIE SAYS

Squares, choice designs for living room, chamber or den
Mr and .Mrs. Fred B .Robbins were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morrill
in Bangor, Friday.

1921.

7-6x9 sold last year at this time $30.00; now $19.50

6x9 sold last year at this time for $25.50; now $17.50
27 in. Velvet Rugs, special $2.50.

27 in. Axminster

Rugs, mottled with band borders on end, special $2.98

F. J. Simonton Co.
CHASE-LEACH
Rudolph 1. Chase of Bangor, and,
Mrs. Sadie E. Leach of this city, were,
United In marriage at the. home of Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice C. Orbeton, 11
Chatham street, Bangor, Saturday
evening Nov. 5, at 7 o'clock. The j
ceremony was performed by Rev.
Ashley A. Smith of the First Unl-|
versalist church, and was followed by ,
a wedding lunch. The groom is a
brother of L. F. Chase of this city.]
and a well known business man of
Bangor, his line of goods being pianos
und other musical Instruments. His
bride has been a sucessful music
teacher In this city for many years,
where she is held in the highest es
teem.
Mr. and Mrs. Chase have
apartments at 78 Fourth street, Ban
gor. where they will be at home after
Nov. 15. A large circle of friends in
this vicinity tender congratulations.

The girls’ basketball team of Rock
land High School begins practice early
next week, with Bill Sullivan again ap
pearing In the role of coach. Patrons
Of the game will find much to regret In
the fact that the squad will not contain
a single member of last year’s cham
pionship team, although there are
three members ot the second team.
Who were given an opportunity to (lentpn st rate their worth. Reference is
made to Helen Griffin, Kitty Blethen
knd Arleen Flanagan, who should form
tfie nucleus of a very peppy outfit.

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS
/mistus SAV PE BOSS
worry so

Bout

hahp

TIMES, ME DONE LOS’ HE
APPETITE , BUT LAWDY.'
PEARS T* ME

LAK DATS

A GOOD TIME FUH
LOSE
|Tl

T*

INVIVAW******''*

“SPRINGTIME
”
»

Presented by Home Talent.

250 People in the Cast.

A big musical comedy of youth, romance and happiness.
Directed by the John B. Rogers Co.
Under the auspices of Chapin Class of the

Universalist Church.
To be held at PARK THEATRE

’

NOVEMBER 9TH and 10TH, 1921.

f

/WHY

girls

In the northwest gale last night the
motor-boat of Winfield Staples drag
ged her mooring in Mackerel Cove and
went ashore on the rocky point oppo
site Spurling’s dock and was badly
damaged. The planking on nm- side
was badly smashed nnd the whole side
will have to be rebuilt. When the
wreck was discovered early this morn
ing. word was quickly passed about
and all the local fishermen assembled
and hauled tlie craft out on ihe hank.
Yesterday’s gale was severe and we
were (rented to rain and snow, as well
as io a lashing hy the wind. Several
telephone poles were blown down.
Eda, the little daughter of Warren
Staples, found a violet in lull bloom
in Minturn recently.
Mrs. Alden Stanley and her children
ave returned to their home in Min
turn after a pleasant visit in Sullivan.
Mrs. Lida Norwood and son Eugene,
ho have beep visiting relatives in
Southwest Harbor and other places on
Mt. Desert Island, have returned to At
lantic.
Schooner Mattie of Brooksville land
ed a cargo of grain for A. C .Smith
at Mackerel Cove during ihe past
Week.
William Burns went to Deer Isle and
brought back a cargo of line apples
from the orchards of A. O. Gross. The
pples were quickly distributed among
Mr. Burns' neighbors.
A stranger, a bait boat, fetched up
on the supken ledge outside the moor
ings in Mackerel Cove at low water
the other afternoon, ond remained on
the ledge at a dangerously rakish angle
till the flood tide floated her off just
after dark. Local fishermen offered
assistance.
Last Wednesday fhe first snow of
the season whitened (tic ground on the
island. This morning distant Blue Hill
jvas white with snow.
Thursday night.tin- steamer did not
arrive with mail, aud there was no
way of dispatching tlie mail on Friday
morning. Again was the lack of cable
onneetlon with the main land seri
ously felt on the island. Not till Fri
day night did we bear from tty* world
and know that.our pdflplc on Ihe boat
vere safe.
■•'
Mrs. Everett Nelson of Winthrop,
Mass., has been visiting her parents,
Mr and. Mrs. Willis Conary of Minturn
She is about to returrt home with her
daughter Lucette and a little later will
join her husband in Danville, Va.
where they will spend the winter.
Seth Stockbridge ahd family thvith
their motor car returned home the last
of the week, after a lengthy visit in
Ellsworth and other places on the
mainland, and returning visited friends
in Deer Isle.
Harry Sager has disposed of his
farm in Atlantic, and plans soon to re
move to Minturn, where he has ac
quired possession of the David Stanley
house on City Point.

Old Fashioned Chocolates

LOOSE

CHISHOLM BROTHERS
Opp. Waiting Room.

Rockland, Me.

JHC 60URIEII-8AimC
ROCKLANU
MAINE

GAME,

SLOPPY

FIELD

And It Was Also Zero Weather For Rockland—Bowdoin
Wins the Maine Championship.

We are ready now to make those
winter MEMORIAL WREATHS
that you want for the cemetery
about this time of year.
Our PINK CHRYSANTHEMUMS
and POM POMS are blossoming in
profusion and we are picking Violets
every day. Tho season for these
blooms is short. Don’t neglect to
enjoy them, while they are at their
best.
Our prices are reasonable
VISITORS are welcome at the
greenhouses'during business hours.

H. M. SILSBY, Florist
253 Camden St., Rockland

i Strong for Home Paper j

“No, I don’t take the local paper
euy more," uue farmer sfld lu an
other az they were waiting at the
creamery to unload their milk.
They bad Just been looking at a
poster advertising “Subscribe for Your
Home Town Paper Week, November
7-12." "I take a dally paper, aud
that's about all I need. It has a few
Items every week from our commu
nity, and I feel that I save two dol
lara a year by not subscribing to the
home paper.”
"Well, that's one way to look at It,"
said the other farmer, “but I've always
NOW THE TUXEDO
felt that a local newspaper was a
pretty valuable asset to any commu
nity, and If everybody took the atti
tude you do, there couldn't he any lo
cal newspaper. Of course-we could
not get along without our dully papers,
because they keep us informed about
what’s going on throughout the na
tion and throughout the world, but
when you say that they take care of
our local news, I don't think you are
sticking close to facts. They simply
can't, and the publishers haven't any
personal Interest In our community
tbe way our editor has.
"1 have always felt that I got value
received for every dollar I’ve paid out
In subscriptions to the local paper, snd
I don't have an idea that running a
country newspaper Is any more of a
wealth-producing proposition than run
ning a farm. So long as I've got two
dollars I intend tbht the rural mail
carrier Is going to tuifft a copy of the
home paper In m.v box every week.”
That farmer knows that the com
munity uewspaper is a necessity In
his home; that without It his home
would be Incomplete nnd his part In
Ihe community would be unsatisfactory
wneu tne sweater-coat began to to himself and his family. He knows
grow luxurious and aristocratic it as the full value of the local newspaper
sumed a now name—It la aow tha Tux as an Institution.
edo. It Is made In wool, fiber silk or
silk, with much attention given to Its
A Community Servant
design and finish. Here it is shown lu
silk, with seif-strlpe, bordered hy
The local newspaper is the servant
strip lu contrasting stitch, finished hy of the community in which it Is pub
narrow fringe and belted with plaited lished. but to he a good and efficient
girdle.
servant It must be fed by the people
----------it serve*. It Is an Institution of the
town quite as much as are the schools
and the churches, and quite as much
entitled to support.

9Qc I L

COCOANUT
LlU*
VANILLA

WHY GIRLS
LEAVE HOME

PRICES—Afternoon, Children 15c and tax. Adults, 25c and tax.
Evening, Children 15c and tax.
Adults, Balcony, 25c; Floor, 35c and tax.

A Necessary Luxury.
The town newspaper Is both a lux
ury and <sie of the family necessities.

MAPLE
PEPPERMINT

HOME

V

SWAN’S ISLAND

Reserved Seats at Box Office

BELL
’S
WWMW W

leave

Just One OF Many
Dramatic Moments
From the Greatest cr
All Human-interest
Photo Dramas —

How Fast Doss Hair Grew?
Tlie average rate of growth of the
hair of the head varies from half au
Inch to one Inch a month. The rate
nf growth ie greatest between flfteeu
and thirty years of age, and dlutinIshsr after fifty.

Syracuse bent McGill in five Inches do tliat. against Rockland With either
of snow. It wasn't quite us had as provocation or incentive.
« » • «.
that ati tho Broadway grounds Sat
Bowdoin proved its right to claim
urday, but it was pretty winterish by the Maine college championship Sat
spells. Morse High of Bath was play urday. when it defeated .Maine 14 to 0.
ing her last game and ended her sea Tlie contest took place on a soggy
son right by rolling up 34 points to Ibid, anil with a driving snow storm
making it extremely uncomfortable for
Rockland's none.
players and spectator^ alike. Bow
The field was greasy and the result doin scored her first touchdown in the
was a slow game, loosely played opening period when McCurdy, the
throughout. The superior weight of tall blonde center, blocked a punt and,
with good interference by Games,
the Iron City team allowed her to win
grabbed the hall and ran 38 yards.
by old fashioned foot ball. There were Maine even up tbe count when Small
few long gains and not a. single com ran ti? yards to a touchdown around
pleted forward pass, though many Bowdoin's left end. It was the most
spectacular feature of the battle. In
were tried.
Foster and Sydes starred for Bath. tile second period, Bowdoin scored
Capt. McFarland kicked four goals again on straight plunging football,
out of a possible five, Reed was most aided by one prettily executed forward
effective for Rockland, though An pass. At no stage of tlie game did
drews and Sleeper played consistent Maine make a superior showing ex
ball. In the last hulf Mealey got cept for a few moments near the close
about every taekle and a badly of (he last period, and it is the con
sprained wrist, but showed little sensus of opinion that on a dry field
Bowdoin would have given Maine
power on the attack.
There is no question that Coach what Paddy gave the drum. But
Whitney's lads have some polishing to why ruli it in? Wotton of Rockland,
do for this week’s tussle with Cam and Mulvaney, who Is partial to
Rockland, gave their best efforts to the
den. Tlie slimmary.
MeMann de.........................re O. Record rival teams, and their work was
Knight It........ rt Flanagan. <). Crockett watched with special interest by tho
Dolloff Ig ............. rg Massalin, Chapin big Knox county contingent.
« * « *
Steward c .........................i..e Ay I ward
Here are some of Saturday’s foot
Parris rg ........................ lg K. Crockett.
McFarland rt ............................. It Baum ball results in which Knox county
Bates re .............................. le C. Record fans are Interested: Princeton 10,
Stover qb .................................... qb Reed Harvard 3; Holy Cross 28; Bates 6:
Footer, Sydes lhl» . ..rhb Sleeper. Lord New Hampshire State 24, Colby 7;
Bucklin, Footer rhb............ lhb Mealey Notre .'ame 28; Army 0; Yale 28;
Boston College 14;
Ca.hU ft).................................. fb Andrews Maryland. 0;
Score: Morse High 34, Rockland 0. Marietta 0; Navy 8; Bueknell 0.
Touchdowns: Stover 2. Footer, Sydes 2.
Goals from touchdowns: McFarland 4. WITH WESSAWESKEAG
Referee: Campbell. Umpire: Talbert.
Head linesman: Cottrell. Time: 10 m.
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange will
and 12 m. periods .
meet with Wessaweskeag Grange.
• • • •
South Thomaston, Saturday. The pro
Morse High School sent a fast team gram for the afternoon session fol
to Rockland Saturday, and it was evi lows:
Address of welcome, RMlph
dently bent on winning this, its last Rowell; response, J. II. Gould; sing
game of the season. In the Hath ing, Grunge; reading, StiRle Sleeper;
Times of Saturday (published before reading. Harold Nash: vocal solo. Lllthe game) appeared a long list of lian Putnam; reading, Elizabeth Greg
prizes contributed by merchants for ory; cornet and violin duet. C. B.
various things which might happen in Watts and Mrs. Harvey Hooper: read
Ihe game, the prizes to tic given only ing, Sister Strong; vocal solo, Kather
if Morse won.
ine Maloney; reading, Scott Rackliffe;
Mayor Cahill offered a five-dollar vocal duet. Mabel Putnam nnd Lillian
gold piece to the player who woidd Putnam: reading, .1. H. Gould; vocal
make a run of 50 yards or more for solo, Robert McIntosh; story, Ralph
a touchdown: the American Clothing Rowell; vocal duet. Brother Watts and
Co. offered a pair of heather stock Sister Hooper; reading, Margaret
ings to each player who started In the Maxey; vocal solo, Mabel Putnam;
game; the Bath Opera House offered discussion, "In what ways can the
six complimentary tickets to those Grange co-operate with the Farm Bu
who played the best all around game; reau to prove of the greatest benefit
and there were a dozen or more other to both organizations’”
prizes for meritorious playing both on
the offensive and defensive. This may WHEN IN BOSTON—E»«ry lane of Th*
account for why the Bath team went Crurier-di/aUe I* on tai* by th* Old BooiM
N«*a Co., Washlngum Hl. oppotll* foot
into t.ho game with so much vigor; Sobool
Cali around and (at a copy of tbe
although Morse High is prepared to oanor with lb* linns new*.
tS-tf

at

ROLLER SKATING
THIS WEEK

Wednesday, Friday and Saturday Evenings
Friday and Saturday Afternoons

and

MUSIC BY FISH’S BAND
Competent instructors will teach beginners free of
charge at every session

Arrangements for private skating parties may
be made with the manager, Frank B. Allen

We want to give patrons the BEST. Notify the manager
of any failure to do so.

Admission: 15e, plus war tax
Ladies’ Skates, 10c; Men’s Skates, 20c, without tax.

THE ARCADE, SPRING STREET

4 PARK THEATRE A
TODAY: BEBE DANIELS in “ONE WILD WEEK”
__________ She was 18, and determined to make up lost time._________ ‘
NO PICTURES WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY—THEATRE LEASED

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 8,
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Every-Other-DaJ 1

One of these steep descents let our
back wheels into a deep ditch of oozy
mud from which they refused to
LOST ALL HOPE emerge. We got a negro and his pair
of mules to pull us out, but they
Rockport Girl Tells the Entertaining Story of a Long and
couldn't even start it. At last a white
man hitched his horses on front, the
Exciting Journey By Automobile.
After Suffering Six Years He negroes took off their shoes and stock
ings and pushed behind. Everett started
Takes Tanlac and Troubles the engine—and we were out at last.
[Sirs Diana J. Pitts, who spent the realize how much territory it covers
It was now late at night and we were
End—Wife Also Benefited. in the heart of a Louisiana swamp. 1
summer at her former home in Rock until you try to cross it.
That night began the rain, which
heard the old colored man mutter as
port, the guest of her mother, Sirs. pursued us the rest of our trip. A
he went away:
Josephine Wall, sends to The Courier- blowout that day and one the follow
"When I saw what Tanlac was doing
’Yes, the city is saved, but the
Gazette the following graphic story of ing day added to spark plug trouble, for my wife I started taking it too, and country is destroyed.”
We quite
kept us so busy that we didn’t notice
the automobile trip made by herself the scenery. A heavy thunderstorm today we are both in good healh as we agreed with him.
There was no hope of getting on that
and husband to their home in New came on and while Everett was hastily ever were," said Edward U. Clark of
night. We could not pitch our tent, we
putting on curtains I ran into a near Hermon. Maine.
Orleans.]
were in such a wet place. The vile
«•••
by schoolhouse. As I entered, every
"For five or six years I had been smell of the swamp was unbearable
Our automobile trip from Rockport one struck up "Pack all your troubles
and the mosquitoes made lively com
to New Orleans by way of Niagara in your old kit bag and smile, smile, bothered with rheumatism and stom pany. However, we were too much
Falls, Cleveland, Cincinnati and Nash smile'.”' It was just the encourage ach trouble. The rheumatism had hardened to misfortune to feel very
ville took four weeks lucking one day ment we needed and as soon as the pulled me down until I felt I was just I troubled. I found a half loaf of stale
.•,cd we covered 2565 miles. We had rain abated we rode merrily along. about gone. My back hurt nearly all I bread and some jam, which made a
our luggage in the back of the car, car- '.Ve ( ime ipoi. a car that had turned
uud substitute for supper. Everett
ried a side tent that we attached to j turtie in the slippery road. 1 felt so the time" and many . a day I couldn’t «
remarked wearily that it would be a
the car nights for camping and cooked sorry for the owner! I hadn’t an idea hold out at work ana had to quit and jong night, as we had no sleeping
all our meals over an alcohol stove
"
in then what lay ahead of us.
go home. I was sleepless at night | facilities. I looked at him wonderingly
That night we pitched our tent by and that made me weak and all run and crawled over back on top of two
the tent. No lazy person ever wants
to try this mode of touring. We left a schoolhouse and called at a nearby down. What I ate always soured and traveling bags and a suitcase, put my
Rockport Sept. 7 and stayed over night house for milk. Milking was in prog caused gas and bloating and terrible head on the camera and there to the
at Manchester-by-the-Sea with Ever ress. Two long lines of cows stood pains and at times my heart would pleasant accompaniment of mosquiett’s uncle, spending Thursday there, in the barn. Merrily singing as she palpitate something awful.
toes I slept soundly until daybreaek.
thence on to Boston, where we pur milked was the young daughter of
"My wife was getting such fine reMonday morning we somehow covchased two new tires in preparation the house, Lottie, not quite twelve. sults from Tanlac that I started tak- ered the remaining 24 miles of road
Her
hands
were
so
small,
I
asked
if
for the long trip ahead. We then left
ing it myself and today I can’t tell 1 in a drenching rain. My last vision as
it wasn't too hard for her to milk. ever had the rheumatism. My stom- we came out of a beastly detour was
for Albany via Worcester.
When Massachusetts lifts her aris "Oh, no," she answered brightly, "I ach never gives me a sign of trouble of a poor fellow with a new car, who
tocratic nose in scorn at other States. only milk the three gentle ones, while and I am eating anything set before had missed the detour and had two
1 begin to think she has a perfect right papa milks the others."
me. I sleep like a top and when horses pulling him cut of a hole. My
to do so. Her roads are as smooth as
The following day we rode down morning comes I am up and ready for heart went out to him.
a hardwood floor, her traffic is skill through Ohio and through Marion, the work.
When we reached Baton Rouge our
fully conducted, her scenery is a home city of President Harding.. We
My wife looks better in every way. usual large audience stood around the
changeful panorama of sea and cities, stopped a man on the street and asked can do her housework with ease and car. One man looked at our number
broad and fertile meadows and then him to show us the nouse of the Pres says she feels stronger than she has plate and exclaimed;
the Western Hills. Among the Berk- ident. "Bless me,’ he excla’med. "I in years."
"Whew! Maine! You must have
shires we shut off the engine and don't have the least idea.’ We found
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Cor- found some bad roads there.
coasted down hill for three miles across it at length and took some pictures of
„
„
. _. . .
v . I turned on him with a withering
g vJgJon Qf the prev,oug night
the line into New York State. New the front gallery where the famous ner Drug Store; in Washington by F.
York has broad alfalfa fields where porch campaign was carried on
L. Ludwig; in North Haven by W. S. my eye.
they raise three crops a year. We
Two blowouts this day kept us busy. Hopkins; in Vinahaven by F. M.
"If you want to see some real roads,
passed through the Finger Lake Re We were right in the hog raising coun
ome »° Maine,” I said. "This is Louisgion where lakes are so plenty, as a try. As we worked by the side of the White; in South Thomaston by L. O. K
1 iana mud we’re carrying.”
sign reads, that a man may spend a road an old sow would w.iudle proudly Hanley, E. W. Crie, Criehaven and by | We reached New Orleans that night
month there and visit a different lake down, closely followed by her S or 10 the leading druggists in every town.
and were greeted by a merry group of
little ones. We passed through Cin
every day.
friends who had been worrying for
Sunday driving is bad at best as all cinnati and across a long toll bridge
over a week at our non-appearance.
the speed maniacs are out. One of into Covington, Kentucky. Kentucky the car persisted in staying crossways
Everet-. says touring is a great life,
the species came around a curve at is a beautiful State, with her broad in the road and at length, when we if you don't weaken.
full speed and nearly ended our mor tobacco fields and waving sorghum. turned out for an auto, we turned over
_____________
tal career. We pulled on the emer Her people are pleasant and hospita in the ditch. A drenching rain only I
i—-rz-vki
STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
gency and slid into a crossroad, saving ble and isolated! They seemed eager made our plight worse. After some |
All LLTON
our own skins but finishing a weak to learn about the States through hours of labor, with the help of three
L. Marcus
tire. This blowout, added to two which we had come and any news of stalwart Kentuckians, Everett man- I Colporter Fletcher of the American
punctures that day, made us late in the outside world.
aged to get us once more in the road Baptist Publication Society of Maine
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK, SCHOOL STREET, ROCKLAND
i-amping. How tired we were! We
and we kept on to the Cave.
was a guest at the parsonage last
could have eaten anything and slept
Here came our first introduction to
Mammoth Cave is well worth one's week.
Your stove taken in exchange—Easy Terms
really dangerous roads.
A heavy trouble to visit—but be sure you walk
anywhere.
Rev. and Mrs. M. S. Howes of
• • « •
shower came on at noon with blinding the 12 miles—don't ride. Entering st. George visited Mr. and Mrs. O. W,
we continued over New York’s beau rain so that we could not see the road. through a comparatively small open- Currier last week Mr. Howes and Mr
tiful roads and discovered that the We sat in the car and ate sugar-cane ing we looked with amazement at the Currier were boys together,
strange bumping of the car was caused and laughed at the weather. It was great cavity that was opened up to
Although the weather was unfavby a broken spring. Fortunately we our last laughter for many days. The the light of our flickering lanterns. We Orable for the people to get out, there
were near Buffalo where springs could sun came out and we rode on. This followed the guide through six miles was a good delegation at the quarterly
be procured. We inserted a piece of afternoon we saw our first bandits. of endless wonders; the roof worn meeting of the Lincoln United Baptist
plank where the spring should be and They were two evil-looking men in a away by the action of water, the side.- Association last Wednesday. A rare
in the early morning sunlight we went small car, bumping and lurching mined away to gruesome depths— it program had been drafted by Rev. T.
$6.00—any size
bumpety-bump out to Niagara Falls. through the same road-holes as our
s once a saltpetre mine; stalactites M Griffiths of Camden and well carried
It was my first view of the Falls, won selves. Seemingly for no reason, they and stalagmites of beautiful and quaint I out by the different speakers. The
derful beyond description, the swift waited and let us pass, looking us all onyx formation, the much talked-of meajs w-ere served by the Willing
rapids above falling without warning over meanwhile. A few minutes later Star Chamber, the Statue of Martha Workers Society and to lend en167 feet and sending up its spray like they passed us and remarked about the Wnshington, the Break of Day, through couragement to, the vote taken in the
$ 9.50 for........... $ 6.95
$10.50 for............ $ 7.75
myriads of diamonds. 1 he thought the roads. All sorts of wild stories endless corridors down a sudden do- I afternoon to go back to he free enter
comes to you that the Indians saw ran through my head of murders and clevity of a hundred feet to a natuial | tainment plan for the quarterly
$14.50 for
$.9.75.-...$16.50for,
$12.50
this sight and marveled at it long be burglaries on the road. There could spring in a narrow crevice of The rock, meetings, no charge was made for the
not
have
been
a
fitter
scene
—
this
wild,
fore the white man reached these
about 300 feet be.ow ’.be suifa.e supper. We regret that more of
shores. The legend is told that each uninhabited and mountainous country, While waiting in total darkness far our towns people could not be present
the
road
a
shelf
of
the
mountain
and
year the Indians ( ffered a sacrifice of
the the phenomenon ’hey call he
100% Silk Floss
At the Break of Day, a very f’.t wcinan in at the services. ’
a maiden to their gods. She was constantly curving ahead.
Friends of Mr. Wadsworth regret to
next
turn
of
the
road,
sure
enough,
placed in a canoe, laden with the fruits
the party nervously exclaimed$25.00 for $19.50
hear that he is still confined to his
of harvest, and sent over the Falls. there they were, just creeping along.
’This darkness is horrible. How do bed.
Three persons have tried going over We passed them, while, they again we know that the guide will ever come
All Mattresses have Heavy Fancy Ticks
the falls in a barrel. Two succeeded; sized us up—then we put the speed to back?” We all laugh;d as her little
of the third, only one arm was ever our car and put miles between us. I hnsband said reassuringly;
VINALHAVEN
was just breathing more easily when
found.
Tm all prepared. I'm holding a
We took the trip through the Cave they again appeared around a curve match right in my hand."
Mrs. Ralph O. Thompson and little
of the Winds. After being arrayed in and passed us as though we were
As we emerged into real honest-to- daughter Jeanette, who have been
suitable clothing we followed our guide walking.
goodness daylight we all agreed that I ~ue;t“'"of Mrg. Thompson’s parents,
I wasn’t enjoying the afternoon. I this was rightly classed amongst the Mr and „rg Uewellyn Smith, ]eft
down innumerable stairs to a long,
winding, narrow walk directly in front knew- if we turned another bend of world s wonders. Next morning in the Thursday for Deer Isle, where her husof the falls. The spray is blinding and the road and found them waiting pouring rain we started again, through |band has employment.
immediately you are drenched to the there would be no further passing Glasgow and Bowling Green. I can't |
skin. You swallow a quart or more of and who would ever know! Night was tell anything about the scenery, as all j Wednesday the Washington Club
We have some great bargains in Second Hand Parlor
the water and work your way blindly dropping down swiftly among the we saw was the road, so rough that in was delightfully entertained by Mrs.
E. G. Carver at Sunbeam Cottage at
on. Then you come out to an open Kentucky hills. It happened that we a whole day s trave ing we covered 4(1 H
Stoves at $10.00 and $12.00.
,g Hgrbor The followl
,g
platform where you find yourself at were nearer a town than any of us miles. Next morning came another I at dow„ tQ g „ew England
We
must
move
these at once, as we need the space for new stock
the foot of the falls, hit by its spray, knew, for soon lonely horsemen were heavy rain
I lust sat with tightly
cook(d „ Mrg
and looking at the seething, foaming, seen here and there, riding with gun tesped hands watching Everett steer Mrw E Q Cg
Mrg Leander
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.—L. MARCUS
roaring mass of restless water—rightly under the arm. as they all do in Ken through the endless mire and apathet- I
called one of the wonders of the world. tucky. We didn't go any farther, but ically wondering what we could do if [ Smith. Mrs. Frank Mullen, Mrs. George
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK, SCHOOL STREET, ROCKLAND
Newbert, Mrs. Leslie Smith, Mrs.
We visited the Canadian side, where camped right in the heart of the next we met another machine.
Lafayette Smith and guests of honor,
the best view is obtained and rode out town.
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy Arey, Mrs. Wil
There never were such rough roads!
to the Whirlpool Rapids.
The sun came out at noontime and we
The tiresome business of having a We bought our third new tire next found good roads through the broad liam Benner and Mrs? David Duncan.
Mrs. Georgia Perry, nurse, arrived
spring put in and repairing tires I will morning and put it on. We picked up tobacco fields of Tennessee into Nash
EAST SEARSMONT
spare you—I wish the Lord had spared a rail about noon-time and the tire ville. I was just preparing to take a from Rockland Friday and is at the
us. Some days later we were again on went flat. Sand got ’ into the inner long breath, when below Nashville home of Mrs. Bertha Raymond.
Mrs. Georgia Perry and Mr. and,
our way. Along the shores of Lake tube and miles from nowhere we came our worst experience of the trip. Miss S. E. Hill, who has been em
Erie the scenery is peaceful and de stopped and put eight patches on that Everywhere the dirt roads had been ployed at Mrs. Raymond’s for several Mrs. Radley and two children of I
lightful. This is the grape producing brand-new inner tube. Traveling all wsshed out by the rains. There were months is the guest of Mrs. W. Y. Rockland were visitors at Herbert
section of New York and Pennsylvania. day we covered just 56 miles and really no roads—the middles were Fossett before leaving for her home in
Donnell’s last Sunday.
*
Broad vineyards extended for miles, stopped at Cave City, planning to go washed out, deep ditches on both sides, Portland.
George Cleaves and son George, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Mahoney were in !
with luscious grapes, purple and white, out to Mammoth Cave.
leaving two high ridges, always on a
A heavy rain all night and next day steep hill. This would be bad enough who have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Belfast recently the guests of Mr. and I
just ready for picking. After a beast
ly detour that ruined our dispositions turned the already miserable roads when the weather was dry, but now Herbert Delano for the past week Mrs. Israel Gardiner.
Mr. Aind Mrs. Amos Mahoney were
we reached Cleveland. Such an enor into seas of mud. That 12 mile drive no wheels would stay on the ridges returned to Portland Friday.
M. Clayton, manager and N. C. recent callers at O. V. Conner's.
mous city! The last census tells us it to Mammoth Cave was the longest ride I and soon we were hopelessly ditched.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rokes of Nortli I
ranks ahead of Boston, but you don't ever hope to take. With chains on, This time a pair of mules hauled us Hyde, assistant superintendent of the
out and up over the hill. Miles of A. & P. store were In town Thursday Searsmont were guests of their rela-|
tives, Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Gelo last |
nmvly-graded road beyond, dangerous from Portland.
Lyford Coombs is making repairs Sunday.
ly deep and slippery, were not par
Oscar Connor has bought a cow of i
tlcularly calming to the nerves. We on his home on Cheetrtut street.
•
Foster Snow and Earl Marden of Peter Gilkey.
lost both chains and also our way.
Words cannot describe this woodroad North Haven are building a new
we had been directed to take. Down chimney at Union church.
The A. A, A. Club held Its regular
through its long, dangerous narrow
passage we reached a creek and there meeting Thursday evening, and Her
we stopped and took some pictures. bert Mills was admitted to member
The rain had utterly washed away the ship. Friday evening a banquet and
bbidge and we were obliged to build social was enjoyed at the home of
ud stones and planks as best we could Herbert Cassie by members
of the
o make a passage.
club.
It seemed good to reach the delight- I "**lis Robbins is building a new
ful roads of Mississippi. We rode for I *!ay *>arndays through -lung cotton plantations
Truman Sawyer has recently had
with negroes everywhere picking. e'octricity installed in his boat-shop
Stopping at a cotton gin we watched on y*a*n street.
the machinery at work.
Mrs. Addie Carver, who has been
•AFTER
Our trials seemed at an end. Gaily |
Ruost of relatives in town, returned
we rode down through Jackson, Hazle- l^t'day to North Haven.
EVERY
hurst, Osyka, Kentwood and Ham- I Mrs, Bertha McLeod and Mrs. Skilmond.
This was Sunday and our lings of Roxbury. Mass., have been
MEAL"
plan was to be in New Orleans that I quests °t Mrs. Meese at Granite Isnight. Once more I learned that man | ^andCharles Boman returned Friday
proposes but God disposes. Abruptly
and without warning the good roads ^rom Augusta
ended and a sea of mud, with lurchMrs- Flora Ames returned Thursing cars and gaping holes, lay ahead. day from Rockland, where she was
Slowly we pitched along this newly- | ^]1?d„_by the 1Ilne8S ot her daughter
made road, with its little narrow de Madeline,
Wednesday the following party spent
tours into the woods and steep and
The food you eat does make a difference.
slippery climbs into the road again. the day at North Haven and enjoyed
a dinner at the Haven Inn: Mrs. Her
Heavy, starchy foods often do slow down
bert Delano. Mrs. McLeod, Mrs. Meese
Mrs. Abbott.
body and mind—often steal the energy that be
Don’t Neglect a Cold andMrs.
Marne Wentworth was the
longs to the day’s work. Grape-Nuts is a goweekend guest of Mrs. E. M, Hall,
Mothers, don’t let colds get under
which everybody
The inspection of the Ladies of the
way; at the first cough or sniffle rub
ahead food. It contains the perfected nourishment
G. A. R. was postponed on account of
Musterole on the throat and chest.
llkes-you wllL
of Nature’s best grains. It includes all those
the officers being unable to make their
Musterole is a pure, white ointment,
official
visit.
elements needed to nourish body and brain. It
too.
made with oil of mustard. It draws
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett, entertained
out congestion, relieves soreness, does
is easy to digest. It gives energy without taking
friends Saturday evening at her home
all the work of the good old-fashioned
.. delicious peppertnl
energy.
in honor of her guest Miss S. E. Hill
mustard plaster in a gentler way, with
flavored
sugar Jacket aroui
of Portland. Luncheon was served.
out the blister.
Ezekiel Ames Is surely the smartest
Keep a jar handy for ell emergencies,
peppermint flavored chewing gu
How about your breakfast cr lunch--does
man in town. Mr. Ames was 83 years
it may preventpneumor.iain your home.
that will aid your appetite and dlg<
it give, or take?
old Sunday and he recently hauled and
33fls65cinjarsfistubes;hospitalsize,$3.
tlon. polish your teetb sod noisti
chopped two and one half cords of
BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER
Grape-Nuts is sweet, crisp, delightful to
wood in five days.
your throat.
Don't forget the American Legion
the taste, and is an ideal source of power for a
Fair and Baby Show Armistice Day
WMGLEYSu
busy and difficult day.
in Memorial hall. There will be a
grand ball in the evening with music
by the Arion Orchestra.
“There’s a Reason” for GRAPE-NUTS
Mr. and Mrs. W. Y. Fossett. Miss
S. E. Hill and Miss Muriel Black were
guests at the Red Lion Sunday.
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Are you stepping on the brake
or the accelerator?

The new sugar coated
chewing gum
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